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ABSTRACT
This study contains several analyses about vibration generation dcvices and axial
vibration in thc drill string. Advanced Drilling Group (ADG) has been seeking ncw
technologies in drilling to improve the rate of penetration (ROP), and in this regard
several vibration generation devices for rotary drilling have been reviewed for further
analysis. The Sonic Head Drill (SHD) is one of the most prominent drilling tools in
shallow depth drilling, and is the focus of the first part of this study. This study attempts
to determine if this tool can be used for laboratory and field tests, and if the concept of
unbalanced masses used in the S/-ID can be successful in oil and gas drilling. In order to
determine the feasibility and ease of use of the SHD, a series of tests and simulations
were conducted in this thesis. A sonic head is surrounded by four isolators. These
isolators are experimentally characterized and the force transmitted to the rock and the
frame is predicted. Several other vibratory systems were also reviewed and a basic model
ofa vibratory system based on the SHD principle is proposed. The vibration generation
device designed is 127 mm (5 inches) in diameter and 0.5 mlong. It can generate 74.5 kN
vibratory force at the frequenc of 150 /-IZ compared to 100 kN for the SHD.
The drill string transfers rotary and vibratory motion to a drill bi!. Drill string vibration is
a very prevalent phenomenon: it has a great effect on drilling engineering, and drill string
resonance is the main reason causing drill string fatigue. The drill string is connected to
the vibration generation device proposed in this study. and it is another purpose of this
study to analyze the effect of vibration on the drill string. Possible solutions are explored
on how a shock sub can be used to mitigate a vibration generated by a vibratory tool or by
bit rock interaction. In this regard, a model of the drill string is generated for real oil
drilling at higher depth in commercial simulation software. This model includes sell~
weight. buoyancy forces due to the drilling tluid and realistic boundary conditions. This
drill string model is used to predict the vibration tool force transmission to the rock and to
the surface. This model is then used to design isolators to mitigate the vibration
transferred to the surface. The result of this analysis shows that weight on bit (WOB).
damping and spring constant of a shock sub have strong effects on the amplitude of
vibration for the surface equipment. By applying higher WOB, damping and spring
constant this amplitude would be reduced dramatically.
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Chapter I : Introduction
Drilling is one orthe major methods of exploration and exploitation of oil and gas reservoirs.
Drilling tcchniques have becn rapidly evolving to increase production ratcs while decrcasing
cost. Simplc rotary drilling techniques have been replaced with advanccd pcrcussion or vibration
drilling to achieve higher efficiencies. With the advanccment of drilling methods. new arcas or
rescarch will develop to enhance the drilling process. Some or these areas locus on thc sidc
erlects or this advancemcnt in drilling methods. Implementation of vibration in rotary drilling
has led to analyzing the erlect or the imposcd vibration to drill rigs and in particular to thc drill
string. Thc drill string is one of the major parts or any drill rig and many important drilling
paramcters are controlled through the drill string to thc bit. Control and isolation orunwantcd
vibration of this giant structure has a great erlect on the drilling process and its erticicncy.
I-I: Vibration assisted rotary drilling project (VARD group)
The vibration assisted rotary drilling (YARD) project is a 6 year research projcct which dcals
with the ertect of adding vibration to conventional rotary drilling, to improve the drilling
efliciency. The aim ofthc project is to build a prototype, based on numerical and expcrimcntal
investigation of the alorementioned methods. The YARD research consists or livc major tasks:
1- Expcrimcntal drilling lacilities
2- Numcrical drilling simulator
3- Drilling optimization
4- Drilling prototype design
5- Pieldtests
There arc currently several graduate students and faculty investigators involved in the project.
investigating dillerent areas of the project to eventually build the prototype. This thesis
investigates the axial vibration behavior of the drill string under vibration by the imposed
pulsating force caused by the VARD tool. It also investigates the use of isolation methods. using
different parameters and scenarios to dampen the unwanted vibrations in the drill string.
The project is Icd by Memorial University with Dr. S. Butt as the principal investigator and
industry partnerships including ACOA, ROC, Husky Energy and Suneor Encrgy.
1-2: Vibratory drilling with the Sonic Head Drilling (SHD)
Applying vibratory force on the drill bit during a conventional rotary drilling is provcn to
inereasc the rate of penetration. In this study, a review of several vibration generation
mechanisms is presented.
Before locusing this study completely on the vibratory mechanisms, several other mechanisms
that increase the ROP in the rotary drilling arc presented in chapter 2. These mechanisms arc:
percussive drilling, mud pulsation drilling, vibratory drilling using unbalanced masses. resonance
enhanced drilling and electromagnetic system.
Drilling is a cutting process that uses a drill bit to cut or enlarge a hole in solid materials.
Eflective drilling systems must be capablc of permitting continuous and straight penetration in
all matcrials, which may vary from very soft to extremely hard. They must be capable of
providing a constant diameter, stable (or temporarily stabilized) path at full depth. li'om which
the drilling dcbris has been wholly removed, staying consistent with the needs of the specific
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construction process it serves. They will employ appropriate combinations orthrusl. torquc.
rotary spced, percussive erfort and flush parameters to economically reach target dcpth.
Sonic drilling was developcd in the late 1940s [4] and is becoming increasingly popular whcrc
strong cnvironmental rcstraints are in force. It is a dual-cased system that uscs high-rrcqucncy
mcchanical vibration to provide continuous core samples, or simply to advance casings lor other
purposcs, such as deep wells or freeze holcs. The string is vibrated at continuously adjustablc
frequcncics between 50 Hz and 150 Hz, and is rotated slowly in harder formations to cvcnly
distributc energy and bit wcar. The frequency is adjusted to achieve the maximum penctration
rate by coinciding with the natural resonance frequency of the drill string. Resonance provides
extremely high energy to the bit, and in soil it also laterally displaces the particles. greatly
improving penetration rate. Penetration is optimized by varying vibration rrequency and thrust
parameters.
The SlID is a technologically advanced, hydraulically activated unit that imparts high rrequency
sinusoidal wave vibrations into a drill string to effectuate a cutting action at the bit face. Thc
rcsultant cutting action forces a circular continuous core or the lormation up into the drill string.
Due to the high lorces developed by the SlID and the externaillush nature or the drill string.
excess formation material generated by the culling face of the bit is lorced into the borehole wall
thus rcsulting in the generation orno cuttings during thc drilling process other than the gencratcd
core sample. Through the development or various sizes and types or tooling, boreholes or
difrerent depths and dimensions can be drilled using the sonic drilling method in most types or
subsurlace formations. It is proven that the SHD is an effective tool in soil drilling, so it is the
locus of this study to determine irthis tool could also be used in oil and gas projects.
The SlID, as one of the means to creatc vibration induced drilling was studied by Advanccd
Drilling Group (ADG) for ICasibility, ease of use and effectivcncss for oil and gas projects. The
SlID under study creates lOOk at the maximum frequency of 150 liz where the generated force
is damped partially by four dampers surrounding the head and transICrred to the drill string.
Ilowever, it was not clear how these dampers are affecting the output force, so two dampers were
acquired from the SHD manufacturer and a series of tests were perlormed on thcm to lind the
damping and spring stiffness. The data gathered by these tests was then interpolated to predict
both the damping and spring stifliless. at each fi'equeney using Design Expert 151. The
mathematical models found for damping and spring constant were then used in 20Sim 16J to
predict the output force of the SHD after the force is damped out and the result is presented in
chapter 3 where it is discussed whether this system is feasible and compatible with the i\DG line
of research. Based on the unbalanced rotating mass concept used in the SI-ID. a new vibration
generation deviee is also analyzed in chapter 3. The device used the unbalanced mass concept
and it further improves the SHD and other designs in this area.
1-3: Drill string vibrlltion
In the process of drilling engineering. the basic lorms of drill string vibration are axial vibration,
lateral vibration and torsional vibration. In chapter 2. diflerent forms ofthc drill string vibration
arc explained in details.
Drill string can cause drill equipment failure, fatigue and can reduce the ROP.
In this study, axial vibration is main focus and it is presented in chapter 4. In this chapter an axial
drill string model is developed and a force analysis is presented lor this model to show that this
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model could be a realistic representation of an actual drill string. Alier showing the presence of
the axial vibration, a shock sub sensitivity analysis is presented to mitigate this vibration. In the
shock sub sensitivity analysis. the effect of WOB, damping coefficient, spring coefficient and the
location of the shoek sub relative to the drill bit on the rotary table axial displacement is analyzed
and the results are presented.
1-4: Objective of the research and thesis statement
The AOG has been actively researching new drilling technologies to improve the Rate of
Penetration (RaP). It has been suggested that vibration can increase the Rap in hard formation
and AOG has reviewed several vibratory drilling mechanisms. Patents and papers are rcvicwcd
in this study to find the most feasible and effective tool to create the vibratory assisted drilling
tool. Chapter 2 describes some of these mechanisms.
One of the mechanisms this study found appealing for creating vibration during drilling is thc
SlID. As previously mentioned, the output force however is not the force transferred to the rock
surface. since the generated force is damped by four dampers surrounding the SHO's core and
the damping effect of the drill string. One of the purposes of this study was to determine the
effect of these dampers on the output force at each frequency and how much generated toree is
transferred to the SHO's frame. The AOG was in negotiation to purchase this device tor
laboratory and field test and it was necessary to estimate the output force on the drill bit and the
torce on the drilling frame. Two isolators were acquired and a series of tests were run to
investigate the change in damping and spring stiffness at each frequency. The results are
presented in chapter 3 along with the simulation software analysis.
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Alier analyzing the benefits and shortcomings of the SHD. another vibration gcneration device
based on the unbalanced mass concept used in the SHD, is studied and preliminary design and
simulation results are presented in chapter 3. It is investigated how a vibratory force can be
generated using the confined space available in the borehole and how this force can be
controlled.
Another purpose of this study is to focus on the phenomena of drill string vibration: to gain
insight into the role of the drill string and apply several methods to mitigate it.
A drill string model is established in a commercial simulation soliware (20SimI6J). and its
validity and effectiveness in having similar characteristics to an actual drill string is studied.
In order to get a better insight into the drill string modeling, two design techniques (modal
expansion and lumped segment model) and finite element soliwarc (ABAQUS) are used. The
natural f1'equeneies for all three models are compared to insure that all models bchave the same
under vibration. The SHD model developed in this study is then implemented in the model to
investigate how vibration would travel through the drill string to a bit and to the earth surlace.
Dif'lerent forces and conditions are applied to this model to cover a wide range of scenarios in
this study.
Axial vibration can reduce the ROP and cause severe damage to well bore and surface equipment.
In the last section of chapter 4. implementations of dampers or shock subs on reducing the axial
vibration are investigated. Damping coefficient, stifliless coefficient, WOB and shock sub
location arc varied to find a mathematical model predicting surlace displacement and lorce
transferred to the bit.
To recap, the motivation of this study is to investigate the feasibility orthe SIlO lor the J\DG
and to devclop a modificd dcsign based on the concept uscd in the SI-ID. It is also the motivation
of this study to develop an axial drill string model and study the errcct orthe SI-ID on this model
and introduce mcthods of mitigating this vibration.
Chapter 2 : Literature review on vibration and methods drill string isolation
2-1: Rotary percussive drilling
Development ofa more enieient and cost-effective drilling technology will significantly increase
oil and gas production by allowing cconomic exploitation of di fficult formations (such as deep,
hard rock reservoirs). Potential savings 01'$200 to $600 million are possible if the penetration
rate in thc hard rock can be doubled while maintaining the bit life [79].
There is evidence that the combination of percussion and rotary drilling tcchniques can
potentially provide significant improvement in the rate of penetration in hard rock environments.
In addition to faster penetration, other benelits include the ability to use lower weight on the bit.
less contact time with rock and there lore less abrasion. longer bit Ii Ie and improved hole
deviation control [14J.
Colonel F. L. Drake was the lirst person to use a cable tool percussion type machine lor oil well
production in 1859. The first technical report of percussion drilling technique was submitted in
1949 by Ilarpst and Davis 180]. This report resulted in the creation of several difkrent terms. all
of which arc used to describe this type of drilling. Examples include percussion hammer. down
hole hammer. percussive drill, percussive rotary drilling, etc.
Between 1950 and 1960, there were substantial laboratory research breakthroughs on this subjcct
181]. Percussive drilling was not a commonly accepted method until the 1980's, due to li'equent
mechanical failures, poor analytical understanding of the method, and economical uncertainties
and inability to control the drilling parameters [82]. In 1981, Pratt 182J reported the results of the
application of percussion drilling with an averagc timc for TVD (total vcrtical depth) 01'80 days.
This was a definite improvement over the conventional mud drilling methods, which took 103
days to drill the same well. Also a cost per loot reduction 01'49% was achicvcd with hammer bits
1141. In another survey it was reported that percussive rotary drilling could be 7.3 timcs 1~lster
than thc conventional rotary method [83]. Pluid hammers appeared first in 1990 [14]. Artcr thc
first appearance of the Ouid hammer in 1990, energies were focused on improving hammcr
design and performancc. Thcse hydraulic or water hammcrs have becn uscd to conduct drilling
in hard rock formations since their appearance in 1990, as air hammers arc limited by pcnctration
depth 1841.
In rotary pcrcussive drilling, the rock is broken by repcatcd impacts and thc rotation imposcs a
ncw point of impact every time. The rock is thereby brokcn, crushed and flushed out fi·om the
hole. Thc advantage with rotary percussion drilling is that rock fails due to dynamic loading
rathcr than crushing thc rock through static loading as in conventional rotary drilling 1821. Morc
than 2000 cyclic loadings per minute can be applied to the bit, which generate high stress in a
short timc. This causcs thc penetration in hard formations to bc more effectivc than rotary
drilling with its lower stresscs and long time of static load application. Therefore, percussion
drilling transmits power to the bit more efficiently than rotary drilling.
With higher and more consistent penetration rates than rotary methods (by a factor of 5 or more).
percussion drilling provides relatively small, light, and mobile drill rigs and low drilling costs
1851·
The hammers can be categorized into top hammers and down-the-hole-hammers. Gas and air,
hydraulic, Iluid and jel assisted rotary percussion hammers arc common means of providing
percussion force 10 the bit 19].
The main difference belween the percussive and vibratory drilling is that in percussive drilling,
short rapid thrust or force is applied on the rock being drilled, whereas in the vibratory drilling
the force lollows a sinusoidal path to be applied on the rock being drilled. In the next section
several vibration assisted rotary drilling devices are reviewed.
2-2: Types of vibratory assisted rotary drilling
Several vibratory assisted drilling mechanisms are proposed to increase the ROP. The vibralory
unit for drilling [76] shown below uses hydraulic power to rotale the unbalanced gears. The
horizonlal forces cancel each other out when the unbalanced masses are at 0 and 180 degrees,
and they add to lhe WOS and apply a vibratory force when they are at 90 and 270 degrees.
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figllrc2.1 Vibraloryassistcd drillillg 1761
In other studies by two companies, Orion and Temprcss 1771. drilling tluid tluctuation is used to
create vibration near the bit. In these studies. an increase in the ROP up to 55% was recorded by
lielcl studies. In both systems, an electromagnetic valve mechanism opens and closes lor a short
time interval. changing the drilling tluid pressure.
In another study by ovaTek 191. a percussive drilling hammer was designed to increase the
ROP by up to 33% in a laboratory testing (Figure 2.2). However in some of the tests done at the
Terratek II OJ facilities, ROP showed negligible change due to bottom hole pressure. It is the
intenl of this research to investigate the design of vibratory systems and provide models that
could be used in similar test to further study the effect of vi bralion on drilling.
II
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Figllrc2.2 NovaTck hydralllic hammcr 191
In another study, a drill bit capable of rotary and high frequency oscillatory loading (Figure 2.16)
is designed where the system has a means of controlling applied rotational and/or oscillatory
loading lor the drill bit [69]. The control system of this apparatus measures the responsive
condition of the material through which the drill string is passing and measures the natural
frequency orthe rock using sensors and under closed loop real time measurement, adjust the
frequency of oscillation to increase the ROP (Figure 2.3).
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Figurc2.3 Rcsonancl'cnhanccddrilling, lisa polycryslallincdiamond (PDC) drill bit,2 isa vibro-
transmissionscction,3isapiczoclcctrictransduccr,-tisacoupiingandfinailySisadrilistringl691
Bodine A. G. [II] has designed a vibratory device that uses unbalanced masses and drilling Iluid
hydraulics to increase the ROP (Figure 2.4). In this apparatus, a turbine-operated vibratory
device is propelled by the drilling Iluid. The rotating shaft of the turbine is geared to turn a series
of weighted rotors mounted on horizontal shafts below the turbine. The rotors are weighted on
one side so that when they revolve, force is exerted on the shafts. Adjacent rotors turn in
opposite directions and the rotors are set so the forces produced are additivc in the vertical
direction and cancel in the horizontal direction. Drilling rates as high as 30 lcet pcr hour in
granite have been obtained, using 120 feet of drill collars, a circulation rate of 300 to 400
USGPM and a frequency of60 Hz [IIJ.
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Figurc2.4 Vibratory drilling systcm 111I
i\ casing is brought into a vibration within the hearing rangc (150 Hz). These wavcs arc scnt to
the casings' lower end and reflected, causing the casing to stretch and gct thinner or to shorten
and gct thickcr some 150 times per second. This intense "massage" causes a very thin layer of
soil particles, directly surrounding the casing, to enJlance the movemcnt of the structure. Instead
of a stilT mass the soil starts behaving like a "fluid" powder (unsaturated zone dry bedrock) or as
slurry or paste (saturated zone bedrock). This fluidization or better said. liquefaction severely
reduces friction between casing (or soil sampler) and soil. In practically all soil types this
reduction allows very rapid penetration speeds in combination with a low rig weight. When
taking soil samples, the same friction reduction counts lor the inner wall of the sampling device.
It is also proposed that varying the WOB can increase the ROP. Figure 2.5 shows how the SI \I)
works:
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Figure 2.5 Sonic drilling 1121
As shown in figure 2.5, the SliD's core is surrounded by four dampers that are connected to the
frame and make sure that the generated force is transferred to the drill pipe.
Design of the SHD has gone through many changes since the 1940s 1121.
The ADG has been actively investigating drilling techniques. specifically vibration generation
devices for drilling. One of the main purposes of the ADG project is designing and
manufacturing a drilling rig that can create vibration during rotary drilling. The SlID is
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prominently used in soil drilling and this thesis to investigates artordability and ease of use of
this tool lor oil and gas drilling. The control over output force and the effect of the dampers
surrounding the SHD on the output force are studied in chapter 3.
2-3: The vibration behavior of the drill string
Drill string vibration has been a challenging issue for drillers in oillields lor a long time. The
elkets of vibration on the drilling performance, wellbore stability,joint failures, fatigue etc. has
convinced drilling companies to strengthen components, or try to control and mitigate these
effects to attain higher perlormance 113Jl14J. In order to control or mitigate the vibration, its
behavior and characteristics should be revealed and modeled analytically [151116] 117111811191
1201 and experimentally in laboratory scale 121] [22] [23] 124]. or through field verilieation 1251·
The drill string is connected to a drill rig kelly at the rig and transfers rotary motion to the bit.
WOS is applied on the bit through the buoyant weight of the drill collar 1781. figure 2.6 shows
the drill rig and the drill pipe next to it [291.
The drill string is under both tension and compression. Due to the hoisting load, mud hydrostatic
elrect and weight. drill pipes are mostly under tension and drill collars are under compression.
The neutral point is defined as the place in the drill string where the tension stress changes to
compression. The mud, which is being circulated to the bottom hole, serves the dual purpose of
cooling the bit as well as llushing the cuttings. WOS usually changes between 10· -10' Nand
torque which is provided as the top rotates the drill string with the speed 01'50-200 rpm 1261.
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The stabilizers are provided at the drill collars section to prevent vibration and buckling of the
drill string and to stop the unwantcd deviation of the drilling trajectory. The distance betwecn
stabilizcrs along the collar section varies between 5 to 50 m. A schcmatic of stabilizers are
shown in Figure 2.7.
The drill collars. bit and stabilizcrs arc usually called the bottom hole asscmbly or BIII\. The
majority of drill string failures occur at this section. Due to the higher stiffness and higher mass
of the BIIA with rcgard to the pipe section. the vibration behavior of the drill string is mostly
inlluenced by the BHA vibration behavior 127]. This dominant role of the BHA vibrations on the
total drill string vibration was verified by Dareing [27], who showed that the collars are easily
excited in the lower modes. The pipes act as irthey are rigid and do not vibrate during sueh
excitation 128].
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F'igurc2.6J>iclllrcofadrilirigI291
F'igllrc2.7I)iffcrcnttypcsofstabilizcr I301
Unwanted vibrations of"the drill string dissipates some part of"the provided energy. which is
supposed to be delivered to the bit. The unwanted vibration may result in hole deviation. lower
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penetration rate, premature failure and lower efficiency of the drilling process. Therefore, a
thorough understanding and an ability to isolate the unwanted vibration is essential to the design
of the drill string. Vibration however could not be damped by 100%.
The primary modes of drill string vibrations are axial, lateral and torsional1311132J l331 as
shown in Figure 2.8.
Axial vibration (Figure 2.8) can cause bit bounce, which may damage bit cullers and bearings.
Axial vibration is most common in vertical holes when drilling hard tormations. It can be
detected at the surface. Accelerated bearing and tool wear, seal failure, brokcn tooth cutters,
failure of the measurement while drilling (MOW) tools and reduction in ROP arc most common
results of axial vibration and bit bounce 1471.
Torsional vibrations can cause irregular down-hole rotation. Stick/slip is oftcn seen while
drilling and is a severe torm of drill string torsional oscillation in which the bit stops rotating ti)r
a period. As the severity of stick/slip increascs, the length of the stuck period increases, along
with rotational acceleration as the bit breaks free.
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Bit bounce Stick/slip Bending
Axial Torsional Lateral
F'igurc2.8 Axial, torsional and latcralvibralion in Ihcdrillslringl461
Torsional vibration (Figure 2.8) fatigue the drill collar conncction and can damage bits. Thc usc
ofa mud motor may help to address stick/slip if the main source of excitation is li'om the bit, but
the presence of a motor docs not prevent stick/slip. The drill string and bottom hole assembly
(BHA) above the motor, can enter into a stick/slip motion even when the motor is turning the bit
at a steady rate [46].
Lateral vibrations (Figure 2.8) are the most destructive type of vibration and can create large
shocks as thc BI-IA impacts the wellbore wall. The interaction between BHi\ and drill string
contact points may, in certain circumstances, drive the system into backward whirl. Backward
whirl is thc most severe form of vibration. creating high-frequency large-magnitude bending
moment fluctuations that result in high rates ofcomponcnt and connection fatiguc. Imbalance in
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an assembly will cause centrifugally induced bowing of the drill string. which may produce
forward whirl and result in one-sided wear of components (Figure 2.9).
Forward synchronous
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Figurc2.9lmbalanccinanasscmblywillcauscccntrifugallyinduccd bowing oflhc drill sIring 121
Vibrations orall three types (axial, torsional, and lateral) may occur during rotary drilling and
are coupled. Induced axial vibrations at the bit can lead to lateral vibrations in the BIIA. Axial
and torsional vibrations observed at the rig 1100r may actually be related to severe lateral
vibrations downhole, ncar the bit. At other times, severe axial vibrations near the bit may show
no visible vibrations at the surface.
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Axial and lateral vibrations are more violent in vertical or low-angle wells. and the displacement
and bending moments introduced by lateral vibrations increase as the ratio of hole size or BIIA
collar size increases [461.
A drill string vibrates as a result of load or displacement excitations applied at various locations
and rrequeneies. There is a wide range of potential excitation sources: imbalanced masses,
misalignment, kicks or bends, the cUlling action of the drill bit. stabilizer blades (especially if
they arc straight), mud motors (nutation, wobbling of the rotor within the stator). and the friction
factor between the drill string and borehole wall.
In most cases, pulling otT bollom, changing the rotational speed or weight on bit (WOB) can
reduce the axial vibration [48]. In the drilling situations where axial vibration is happening most
of the time, installing a shock sub can reduce the vibration in the bottom hole through changing
the resonance frequency orthe drill string. This application will be explained in detail in chapter
4 detailing isolation methods. Since the drill string makes the hole parallel to its axis. axial
vibration plays an important role in the trajectory deviation and ROP 1491.
A variety of models have been used to investigate these vibrations. Continuous models were
used in early studies to model drill strings 150] [51] [521 [53]. while more recently, finite clement
models have been applied to axial vibration investigations 1541. Some studies, however. have not
used a complete model for drill strings. but have focused only on BHA's e.g. 1551.This is due to
the f~let that m-tA is placed right above the bit and it has more contact with the well bore. Figure
2.10 shows one of the models used in the previous research to study axial vibrations ordrill
strings.
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Implcmentation of damping into models is an important aspect orthe studies or axial vibrations.
Some investigations did not consider any typc or damping, e.g. 1501. While others researchers
incorporated damping mechanisms into their models [51] [52] 1531 [541. The two most common
types or damping used include: simple viscous damping 15111531 and fi'equency-dependent
damping [541 which alier the analysis done in Chapter 3 shows the latter is more important.
je
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Figun·2.IOAsimple model for theaxial vibration ofthedrillstringl5-t1
Over the years, a great deal or research has been completed to investigate the erfects ordifferent
parts orthe drill string on its axial vibrations. For example, Kreisle [53] showed the importance
ora shock sub in reducing axial vibrations and Dareing [27] revealed the dominant erfect ordrill
collar length on axial and torsional vibrations or drill strings.
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In order to reach a better prediction or drill string axial vibrations, it is important to model the
excitations accurately. This subject, thererore, has been one or the main areas or investigation or
drill string vibrations. Dareing 155] identified various sources orexcitation. such as pump
pressure. sidewall rriction, and drill bit/rormation interaction. lie also indicated that the various
types ordrill bits (i.e., roller cone, diamond. PDC) generate dirrerent loading conditions to the
bottom end or the drill string. A harmonic excitation is the main mechanism used in previous
studies or drilling with roller cone bits. This harmonic excitation has been expressed in terms or
sinusoidal motion, which is applied at the bit 152J. Due to the rolling or the bit. a multi-lobed
sur race is rormed on the rormation; the number or lobcs rormed depends on thc number or eones
on the bit. This lobed-pattcrn ean be defined by a profile with sinusoidal angular variation
elevation 154J.
The classical equation ror axial vibration or a bar (Figure 2.12) is as follows:
£B--,;~-p~-pg = F",.{X,I,/I)
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(2.1)
1Figurc2.11 Axial vibration oflhc drill string 1561
P is the density per unit volume, ~ is the damping factor and E is the Young's Modulus. and
u(x./) is the longitudinal displacement of the bar clement.
isthe result ofdiflerenee between normal stress acting on the f~lee of control mass
and acting on the opposite side. ,;~ refers to viscous dissipation and pg refers
to the static weight. F.(x.',/I) represents the excitation forces, external forces and displacement
sources in the axial direction. According to the ti'ee-falllimit theory. ~(O means advance
0'
motion toward the hole or making hole and ~>o means bit bounce r57J.
0'
A lot ofunccrtainties exist regarding the modeling of the boundary condition of the drill string in
the axial mode. Some have assumed the top boundary condition as being fixed and neglected the
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mass and stiffiless of the swivel and traveling block, as well as the stiffness of elastic wire cable
and the derrick [39]. One suggestion is that the derrick and the draw wires should bc modeled as
a mass-spring-damper system. Clayer 1581 verifIed that this model is surlleiently accurate lor
surface modeling. i\tthe lower end, the cutting action of the rock gives rise to lhe bilmolion,
which is a pcriodic motion. Therefore, at the bit, a harmonic displacement boundary eondilion
could be assumed. The displacement could be assumed as u(L.I)= uusin«(vt), where lor the
tricone bits, w is three limes the bit rotary speed and £10 is the peak to peak cone vertical
displacement [52]. Fixed displacement boundary condition at the lower end could be assumed lor
hard rock drilling. In summary, three sets of boundary conditions were assumcd in thc litcrature
lor axial vibration ofthc drill string 139J 1581152J [49]:
1- Fixed-Ilxed B.C (boundary condition)
2- Fixed altop-free atlhe bottom
3- Equivalcnt mass-spring-damper at the lOp and displacement at the bottom
It is obvious lhat the last case is the most realistic case and hence il is uscdlor drill string
analysis in this study. The displacement at the last set lor the lower boundary condition could be
assumed as a way of establishing lhe other sets of the boundary conditions.
2-4: Shock sub analysis
To controllhe axial vibration orthe drill string, shock subs arc mainly used. rhe shock subs arc
composed ofa spring damper system which is installed between lhe bit and the drill collars. i\
simple model of shock sub can be found in the work by Kreisle [49] (Figure 2.13). In this modeL
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the lower boundary condition for the boundary value at the shock sub point is set as a spring
force, which should be equal to the force at the bOllom of the drill collars. For the spring loree,
the author assumed a harmonic displacement at the bit. He solved the boundary value problem of
the axial vibration. using the Laplace method. According to his results, it can be understood that
the shock sub will dampen the drill string vibration through a phase shift between the force and
displacement at the bit. This is on the contrary to the common belicrthatthe change in the
resonance Irequency due to shock sub installation is the main cause of damping 1491.
Figure 2.12 Schemalicofthe drill string with shock sub withoul da mpingl491
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Elsayed 1591 proposed a method to analyze design parameters of shock subs. Springs that are too
weak or too stifT do not lead to vibration reduction. They modeled the shock sub as a damped
spring mass system and used Matlab Simulink" [60] to analyze the problem. They computed
RMS values lor different combinations of the shock absorber parameters and found an optimum
value for these parameters. Their analysis was in the time domain. The results were presented lor
dinerent damping ratios as well as different natural frequencies of the shock sub. They suggested
Magneto-Rheological dampers to achieve the desired damping ratio.
Several types of dampers were studied to have a better understanding of damper specification
and the way they work.
Chen 1611 prescnted the results of shock sub perlormance testing for three dil"lerent shock subs
from six manufacturers. From the results it was noted that a mechanical shock sub. from an
undisclosed manufacturer, provided the best damping ofaxial accelerations. The shoek sub
contained a Belleville spring, using friction between the springs as the primary damping
mechanism. Fluid damping can augment this. During testing, this damper reduced axial
vibrations approximately 23% and lateral vibrations approximately 51 % (at the top). It can also
be noted that the bit sensor recorded axial and lateral vibrations almost identical both with and
without the presence ofa damper.
Other mechanical dampers include the three shock absorber designs presented in 1621. The lirsl
design presented is named Kubanets, and was designed in 1964, see Figure 2.13.
Later designs of the Kubanets shock absorber absorb axial vibrations by using rubber rings of
circular cross scction, placed in a special metal casing and assembled as a separate upper section.
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Figllrc2.13Kllbanctsshockabsorbcrl621
An active damper responds to f"eedback, whether it is electrical signals or mechanical rcsponses,
and adjusts onc or morc parameters to control vibrations and thc amount of" damping provided.
Halscy 163], states that using a torque reedback control system can producc a morc uniform
motion of"a drill string. Such a control system can stop stick-slip motion and prevent it li'om
starting. Additionally, such a control systcm Icads to smoothcr rotation orthe bit which in turn.
can lead [0 a reduction in axial and lateral vibrations of"the drill string. Allowing the rotary tablc
or top drive speed to respond to dynamic torque oscillations in such a way, that the rotary system
absorbs or dampens the vibrations, is the main concept behind torque reed back 1631. Figure 2.15
illustrates an example ora torque feedback loop [64J.
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As a more general description or active damping utilizing feedback. U.S Patent o. 5.117,926
[66] describes controlling vibrations in borehole equipment by defining energy now through the
equipment as the product or an across variable and a through variable. The patent states that by
measuring nuetuations in one variable, the other can be adjusted such that the energy now
remains within desired limits. These limits are chosen such that the minimum relleetion of
energy waves from down-hole occurs at the rotary table. For a rotary drive, energy now can be
delined as torque times angular velocity 165].
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Barbely [67] discussed the results ordrilling tests oran active vibration damper. The Active
Drilling Vibration Damper (A VD) studied was structurally similar to a shock sub, with the
absorber filled with magnetorheological tluid (MRF) rather than the traditional hydraulic oil.
MRf is a suspension offine iron particles in a tluid (generally oil), which instantaneously
increases its viscosity under the intluence ofa magnetic lield. By using a series orcoils to induce
intense electromagnetic fields, the damping coerficient orthe tluid can be increased by a ractor
of 7-1 0 in milliseconds. The AVD "has a torsional bearing and a Belleville spring stack. The
upper portion contains the APS lAdvanced Products and Systems I high temperature (200 C')
turbine-alternator to supply power." Feedback rrom a linear motion detector, in response to drill
bit motion, controls the AVD. The AVD and MRF damper can be seen in Figures 2.16 and
2.17.
CONTROL
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Figure 2.15 Schematic of the AVD 1'0011671
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Figure 2.16 Detailed View of the MIlF Damper 1671
Controlled drill string vibration is used to enhance drilling performance 1681. This improvement
can be achieved either through mitigating the vibration in the BHA or using the effect of
resonance to increase the vibration force and hence increase the ROP. Bakenov (2003) used
resonance vibration calculations to improve ROP by adjusting the drill string revolutions, and
potentially reflect dynamic load waves back to their source, i.e. the bit, through implementation
of an additional drill string component such as a shock absorber or incorporating different drill
string materials. The positive effects of losing contact across the cham leI's is also reviewed in his
study in order to utilize all energy for the cutting process and alier thorough analysis a
parametric maps have been developed to demonstrate quantitative relationships.
2-5: Description of the next chapters
In the following chapters, vibratory tool design, the SHD analysis and axial vibration in drill
string arc presented. In chapter 3, the SHD design and operation is demonstrated and a series of
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tests done on dampers surrounding the SHO's core are detailed. Analysis and simulation results
are presented for the SH 0 output force and the force on the bit and the elrect of isolators is
explained. Later in chapter 3, a new CAD designs for vibration generation devices are
demonstrated and simulation results for one of these devices is presented.
Drill string axial vibration is the main focus of chapter 4, where different boundary conditions
and vibratory forces are applied to a drill string and the effects of these changes are analyzed.
Later on, the effect of isolation on mitigating vibrations in a drill string is analyzed and the erlect
of WOB, damping coefficient, spring coerlicient and the location of an isolator on the amplitude
of vibration at the surface is discussed.
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Chapter 3 : Sonic Head Drill simulation and vibration generation device for
drilling analysis
This chapter gives an overview on the SHD (Sonic Ilead Drill) design and analysis. and a design
of a vibration generation device for rotary drilling.
In the first section, a brief overview of bond graph methodology is presented. as it is used in
SHD modeling and axial vibration analysis in chapter 4. In section 3-2. an in-depth analysis on
SlID is detailed. The SI-ID is used to increase the ROP in soil drilling. The core ofa SI-ID is
surrounded by four isolator and it is the purpose of this chapter to study the change in isolators'
damping and spring coefficients with frequency. and apply them in a model to predict the force
transferred to a drill string and drillli·ame. The last section of this chapter gives a bricrsummary
ofa vibratory device design that uses unbalanced masses concept used in SHD to create
vibration far rotary drilling.
3-1: Bond Graph
Bond graph methodology was introduced by Henry M. Paynter. professor at MIT and UT Austin
1701. The term "Bond Graph" comes from the fact that many of these graphs look like the bonds
in chemistry. Bond graphs are a graphical modeling language (examples of other graphical
modeling languages are block diagrams and signal-flow diagrams) in which mechanical.
electrical. thermo-fluid. and magnetic systems are represented with a small set of generalized
energy storage. dissipation and transfer elements. Elements are connected with power bonds.
each of which contains a pair of signals generally known as "enart" and 'flow" whose product
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gives instantaneous power of the bond. For an electrical system, effort and now are voltage and
current respectively, and for a mechanical system they are force and velocity. Half arrows on the
bonds dcline the direction of positive power Ilow. and control signals are represented by lines
with full arrows. Casual strokes. placed normal to one end of each bond. define whether or not an
clement has a causal llow or effort output when assembling system equations. Generalized
Kirchhoff loops and nodes are represented by 0- and I-junctions. Elements bonded to a 0-
junction have common effort, and their nows algebraically sum to zero. Elements bonded to a 1-
junction have common flow but the algebraic sum of their efforts is zero. Bond graphs facilitate
the generation of governing equations, allow prediction of numerical issues such as implicit and
di ITerential-algebraic equations, and allow easy combination of electrical, mechanical and
thermo-lluid sub-models. For more details about bond graph modeling sec Karnopp 1571·
The term presented above, are explained in more details in this section.
Energy domains with corresponding now. effort, generalized displacement and momentum an:
shown in Figure 3.1:
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volume flow pressure
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Figure).1 Energy domains in Bond graph 1711
Figure 3.3 shows a simplified bond graph with most of the bond graph elements which is created
from the physical model in Figure 3.2. This diagram is composed of I-junctions, O-junctions.
external elTon source (Se) lor force input, external flow source (Sf) for velocity input. capacitive
element (C), resistive clements (R), generalized inductive element (I), translormer (TF) (TF adds
no power but simply transform eftort to eftort and now to flow) and gyrator (GY) (GY related
flow to eftort without adding any power). Typically. state variables in the bond graph lormalism
aregeneralizcd momentum (p)and displacement (q).
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Figllrc3.2 A modclwith physical paramctcrs 1711
Figllrc3.3Simplifiedbondgraphwithmostofthcbondgraphelcmcntsl7ll
Bond Graph theory has been I"urther developed by many researchers like Karnopp, Rosenberg,
Thoma, Breedveld, etc. who have worked on extending this modeling technique to power
hydraulics, mechatronics. general thermodynamic systems and recently to electronics and non-
cnergetic systems like economics and queuing theory.
From the pictorial representation ol"the bond graph, the derivation ol"system equations is so
systematic that an algorithm can be created. The whole procedure 01" modeling and simulation 01"
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the system may be performed by some of the existing software e.g., 20Sim, ENPORT. Camp-G.
SYMBOLS, COSMO. LorSim etc[57].
3-1-1: Power variables of bond graphs
The language of bond graphs expresses general physical systems through power interactions.
The factors of power. for example erlort and flow, have different interpretations in different
physical domains whieh are shown in Figure 3.1. They could be used in several energy domains
i.e.electrieal, hydraulic, and thermal etc. [70]
3-1-2: Bond graph standard elements
In bond graph. one needs to recognize only four groups of basic symbols. i.e. three basic one
port passive elements, two basic active elements, two basic port elements and two basic
junctions. The basic variables arc effort (e), now (I). time integral of eftart (P) and the time
integral of flow (Q).
Basie I-Port elements:
A I-port element is addressed through a single power porI. and at the port a single pair of eftort
and now variables exists. Ports are classified as passive ports and active ports.
The passive ports are idealized elements because they contain no sources of power. rhe inertia or
inductor, compliance or capacitor, and resistor or dashpot, are classified as passive clements.
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R-Elements:
The I-port resistor [57][701 [71] is an clement in which the enort and flow variables at the single
port arc related by a static function. Usually, resistors dissipate energy. This must be true for
simple electrical resistors. mechanical dampers or dashpots. porous plugs in fluid lines. and other
analogous passive elements. The bond graph symbol for the resistive clement is shown below.
v R
Figure 3.4 Bond graph rcsistanccclclllcnt 1571
The half arrow pointing towards R means that the power i.e., product of F and V (in a
mechanical system) (or e. lin general terms) is positive and flowing into R, where e. represents
enort or force, and f~ represents flow or velocity. The constitutive relationship between e,fand R
is given by:
e= R.f
Power = e . I' = R . f 2
C-Elements:
(3.1)
(3.2)
Consider a I-port [57] device in which a static constitutive relation exists between an enort and a
displacement. Such a device stores and gives up energy without loss. In bond graph terminology.
an clement that relates effort to the generalized displacement (or time integral of flow) is called a
one port capacitor. In physical terms. a capacitor is an idealization of devices like springs. torsion
bars, electrical capacitors. gravity tanks, and accumulators etc. The bond graphic symbols.
defining the constitutive relation for a C-element are shown below:
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Figurc3.5 Bond graph complianccclcmcnl1571
In a spring. the deformation CQ) and the effort Ce) at any moment is given by.
Q= f {dt , e=Kf{dt (3.3)
Here, !low is the cause and deformation, and hence eftort is the consequence. In a capacitor. thc
charge accumulated on the plates CQ) or voltage (e) is given by,
Q= f idt , e = ~f idt . (3.4)
Here. the current is the cause and the total charge, and hence voltage is the consequence.
1-L::Iements:
1\ second energy storing I-port 15711701 1711 arises if the momentum. cpo is related by a static
constitutive law to the !low. f. Such an element is called an inertial clement in bond graph
terminology. The inertial clement is used to model inductance effects in electrical systcms and
mass or inertia effects in mechanical or fluid systems. The bond graph symbol lor an inertial
clement is depicted in Figure 3.6.
vI
Figllrc3.6 Bond graph indllclanccclcll1cnl 1571
If the mcchanics of mass point is examined by considering the impulse-momentum equation.
then we have:
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IfJ = J[dt , f=;J edt (3.5)
Hcrc. crrort is the cause and velocity. and hence momentum is thc consequence. Similarly thc
currcnt in an inductor is given by;
i= Uedt
Efforl and Flow Sourccs:
(3.6)
Activc ports are those which givc reaction to the source. For example, ifone steps on a rigid
body, onc's Icct react with a force or source 15TI. For this reason, sourccs arc called activc ports.
Forcc is considered as an clTort source and prescribed motion of a rigid body rcquires a vclocity
sourcc. 'fhcy are represented as a half arrow pointing away li'om thc sourcc symbol. rhe effort
sourcc is rcprcsented by the lollowing:
Figllrl·3.7 Hondgraph energ)'sollrceI571
While the now source is representcd as shown below:
Figllrc3.8 Bond graph nowsollrce 1571
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Basic2-Port elements:
There are only two kinds of port elements, namely "Transformer" and "Gyrator". The bond graph
symbols lor these elements are TF and GY, respectively. As the name suggests. two bonds are
attached to these elements.
The Transformer:
The bond graphic transformer [71] ean represent an ideal electrical transformer. a massless levcr.
etc. The translormer does not create, store or destroy energy. It conserves power and transmits
the 1~1ctors of power with proper scaling as defined by the translormer modulus (discusscd
afierwards).
The meaning ofa transformer may be better understood ifone considers an example givcn
below. In this example, a massless ideal lever is considered. Standard and bond graphie
nomenclature ofa lever are shown in Figure 3.9. It is also assumed that the lever is rigid. which
means a lincar relationship ean be established betwecnpowervariablesat both thcendsofthc
lever.
I'~ V, c, f,
rr rl'--~--jLrJr
ft c t VI F]
C 0> c
--j-'jl--TF --jj--
Figurc3.9 Hond graph transformcr 1701
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rrom the geometry we have the following,
(3.7)
The power transmission implies
(3.8)
In bond graphs. such a situation may be represented as shown in the above Figure 3.9.
The 'I" above the translormer denotes the modulus or the translormer. which may be a constant or
any expression (like 'b/a'). The small arrow represents the sense in which this modulus is to be
used.
Ij= I' Ii , and eJ=(I/r)e;
Thus the lollowing expression establishes the conservation or power,
ej fj=e; 1',.
(3.9)
(3.10)
The Gyrator:
/\ translormer POl relates !low-to-flow and eflort-to-erlort. Conversely, a gyralor establishes the
relationship between flow to erlol1 and erlort to flow. again keeping the power on the ports the
same. The simplest gyrator is a mechanical gyroscope, shown in Figure 3.10.
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Figllrc3.10 Bond gnlplJ gyralor 1701
A vertical lorce creates additional mol ion in horizontal direction, and to maintain a vertical
motion. a horizontal lorce is needed. So the force is translormed into now and now is
transformed into force with some constant or proportionality. In this example. I" stands lor
moment or inertia about the z axis. W x , w)' and WI. stand lor angular velocities about respective
axes; T" T)' and Tz represent torque acting about the corresponding axis.
(3.11)
The power transmission implies
(3.12)
Such relationship can be established by use or a Gyrator as shown in Figure 3.10.
The m above the gyrator denotes the gyrator modulus. where m = I" w, . This modulus docs not
have a direction sense associated with it. This modulus is always delined rrom now 10 clfort.
e;=mlj. (3.13)
Thus the lollowing expression establishes conservation or power, ej f; = ej Ij .
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In the electrical domain, an ideal DC motor is represented as a gyrator, where the output torque
is proportional to the input current and the back emf is proportional to the motor angular speed.
In general, gyrators are used in most of the eases where power !i'om one energy domain is
transferred to another, electrical to rotational, electrical to magnetic, and hydraulic to rotational.
The 3-Portjunetion elements:
The name 3-port [57]1'70'1 [71] used for junctions is a misnomer. In fact, junctions can connect
two or more bonds. There are only two kinds of junctions, the I and the 0 junction. They
conserve power and arc reversible. They simply represent system topology and hence the
underlying layer of junctions. and two-port clements in a complete model is power conserving.
I junctions have equality of flows and the efforts sum up to zero with the same power
orientation. They are also designated by the letter S in some older literature. Sueh ajunetion
represents a common mass point in a mechanical system, a series connection (with same current
flowing in all clements) in an electrical network and a hydraulic pipeline representing flow
continuity, etc. A 1junction with four bonds is shown in Figure 3.11 (One junctions arc
sometimes indicated by")'}
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FigureJ.11 Bond graph one junction 1701
Using the inward power sign convention, the constitutive relation (for power conservation at the
junction) lor Figure 3.1 I may be written as follows;
I\s I junction isa flow equalizing junction.
So, a I junction is governed by the following rules:
(3.14)
(3.15)
(3.16)
fhe Ilows on the bonds attached to a I-junction are equal and the algebraic sum of the efforts is
zero. The signs in the algebraic sum arc determined by the half-arrow directions in a bond graph.
ojunctions have equality of efforts while the flows sum up to zero. ifpower orientations arc
taken positive toward the junction. Thejunetion can also be designated by the leiter P. This
junction represents a mechanical series, electrical node point and hydraulic pressure distribution
point.
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Figllre3.12 Bond graph zerojllnction 1701
In case of the model above, the constitutive relation becomcs,
(3.17)
as Ojunction is an effort equalizingjunction.
This leads to, 1'1 + f2+ f3+ 1'4 = 0
So. a 0 junction is govcrned by the lollowing rules:
(3.18)
(3.19)
Thc efforts on the bonds attached to a O-junction are equal and the algcbraic sum ofthc 110ws is
zcro. Thc signs in the algcbraic sum are dctermined by the ha\l~arrow directions in a bond graph.
Power directions on the bonds:
Iial I' arrows l701 on the bonds define the direction of positive power 110w. and control signals arc
represented by lines with full arrows. figure 3.13 shows that when variables are chosen lor
effort and 110w. so that whenever both these variables acquire positive values, the power goes
from J to E. Ilowever, for mixed signs of the variables, the power direction is reversed.
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FigurcJ.13 Halfarrow: dircctionofpowcr, E :clcll1cnt,J : junction 1701
Causality:
Causality [70] establishes the cause and effect relationships between the factors of power. In
bond graphs. the inputs and the outputs arc characterized by the causal stroke. The causal stroke
indicates the direction in which the effort signal is directed (by implication, the end of the bond
that docs not have a causal stroke is the end towards which the !low signal is directed).
To illustrate the basic concept of the causality, let us assume that there is a prime mover with a
smart speed governor as shown in Figure 3.14.
8----~rn----- --L-O.-.\I-)-
FigurcJ.I-tPrill1cll1ovcrwithasll1l1rtspecdgovcrnorI701
The prime mover is driving the load (i.e. the power is going from the prime mover to the load).
Apart from sending the power, the prime mover also decides that the load should run at a
particular speed depending on the setting of the governor. So, it may be said that !i'om the prime
mover, the information of flow is generated. which goes to the load. The load generates the
inlormation of torque (effort) which the prime mover receives and adjusts the inner mechanisms
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to compensate for it. The wavy lines in the following Figure 3.15 indicate the direction of tlow
of the particular information.
I Prime mover I~~=====:I Load
Figure3.ISCausalily between the prime mover and the load 1701
The selected causality is generally indicated by a cross bar or causal bar at the bond end to which
the ertort receiver is connected. for example sources impose either an ertort or a Ilow but not
both, that is why for an effort source there is a causal bar at the end of half arrow and lor a !low
source the causal bar is next to the !low source and away from a half arrow. For incrtance I type
storage element, the !low is proportional to the time integral of the effort:
(3.20)
As an example, a mass subjected to a force that is causing it to accelerate can be considcrcd:
(3.21)
for capacitive C type storage elements, the eftol1 is proportional to the time integral of tlow:
e = kf fdt
As an example, a spring being delormed by a force can be considered:
f= kf vdt
(3.22)
(3.23)
The above integral relationships show that a C element receives flow and generates ertort.
The resistive or dissipative elements do not have time integrallorm of constitutive laws (e =
R.f or I=e/R)
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The flow and the effort at this port are algebraically related and can thus have any type of causal
structure. either with an open-ended bond (causal stroke is away from the clement, i.e., at the
junction end) indicating a resistive causality or a stroke ended bond indicating a conductive
causality.
As per the above discussions, the causal strokes lor I. C and R elements are shown in the ligure
below.
.I---.-.jI
.If-------vc .I f----v" R .I---.-.jR
Figllrc3.16CallsalstrokcsforC, I and Rclclllcntsl701
Sources impose either an ertort or a !low on a system, but not both.
SE---.-.j SF f-------v
Figllrc3.17Callsalstrokcforcfforland nowsollrccl701
Alier providing a detailed overview of bond graph methodology, the following section givcs a
summary on SHD modeling and analysis.
3-2: Sonic Head Drill (SHD) bond graph modeling
Increasing the ROP or drilling rate is one of the main challcnges in the drilling industry. ADG
has been seeking new technologies and devices to increase the ROP through applying vibratory
torce to a drill bit. The SlID is used prominently in soil drilling as it generates vibratory lorce
during rotary drilling and increases the ROP. The increase in the ROP in soil drilling has
motivated the study of this device lor oil and gas drilling. Alier reviewing several similar
technologies, ADG has decided to acquire a SHD for laboratory and field test at Memorial
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University. The SHD is used to improve ROP by applying vibratory loree to a bit and drill pipe.
Several SIlOs were analyzed and tinally a SI-ID from Sonic Sampling and Supplies was selected
lor further analysis and possible purchase. This SHD can produce 100 kN at the maximum
rrequeney of 150 Hz. The SlID uses unbalanced masses to generate sinusoidal lorces in the
vertical direction along a drill Siring and a drill bit. The head of the SHD where the vibration is
generated, is surrounded by lour rubber isolators to reduce the transmission of vibratory loree to
the drill rig.
The motivation of this study is to determine how much of the generated force is transJ'crred to the
rock being drilled and how the output loree can be controlled as the head is surrounded by Ic)ur
dampers and the generated lorce passes through a drill string to get to a bit. That is why an
experimental setup was designed to fix one of the rubber isolators on a hydraulic actuator to
apply vibratory lorce and lind the relationships between damping and stirfncss coerticients with
frequency. and then usc them in a simulation soliware along with damping and spring elrect of
drill string and rock, to analyze the output lorce of the SI-ID and evaluate how this lorce can be
controlled at each ('·equeney. ADG has been seeking a range or output lorces lor laboratory and
lieldtests.and it was required to determine if this device matches the project lorceprolilewhiell
is less than 20 k at the frequency of 100 Ill..
In this analysis, frequencies ranging from I to 55 Hz and amplitudes 01'0.1 to 2 mm were applied
due to hydraulic actuators limitations (higher frequencies and amplitude would shake the
machine abruptly). The frame to hold the rubber isolator to the hydraulic actuator was designed
in SolidWorkds [721 and then manufactured to mount the damper on the hydraulic actuator
(figure 3.18). The lorce and displacement were recorded at a 1000 Hz sampling rate and then
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processed by Matlab r60j to find the spring stirrness and damping coenieienl. An Instron 8874
(servo controlled dynamic loading rrame) was used lor this analysis. This hydraulic actuator has
all the sensors required to run this experiment.
Figure3.18 Rubber isoilltormounted on thehydrllulicllctulltor
3-2-1: Computing spring and damper coefficients
A sinusoidal excitation can be used to generate both stillness and damping parameter values lor
an clement with linear spring and damper properties [731. The isolator considered in this paper
is assumed to behave like a linear spring and viscous damper in parallel. so that
F,; = kx
Fel = Cv
(3.24)
(3.25)
where F, and F" arc spring and damper lorce respectively, k is spring stirrness. C is viscous
damping eoerficient, and x and v are spring/damper endpoint relative displacement and velocity
respectively.
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For a linear undamped element, the work diagram (plot of force vcrsus displaccment) would bc a
line with stiffness k equal to the slope. The presence of material damping results in a work
diagram that has area. The work diagram is assumed to consist of a force component due to
stirtilcss and a force component due to damping. Ifthc spring lorcc Fs is subtracted from the
total forcc F, and the remaining force is assumed to be the damping force Fd.
Figure 3.19 [74] shows an idealized work diagram from which thc stiflilCSS component of total
forcc has been removed to create a work diagram for the damping force only.
IT~
! ./
a) b) c)
Figurc3.19a)Schcmatic;b)Workdiagramoftolalforcc\'s.displaccml'nt,showingslopc
cqualtostiffncss; c) Work diagram with damping forcc only 17.t1
Given the work diagram of Figurc 3.19(c), the damping coerticicnt can bc calculatcd li'OIn the
arca within the curve as follows. In Figure 3.19. w is the Ji'equcncy ofthc vibration and X is thc
displacement.
Defining work as in equation 3.26:
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U = fCf)dx = I rc*)dt (3.26)
Differentiating with respect to time and recognizing that thc damper is a velocity-based force
producing element for which force t = C(*), gives the following expression for the time rate of
change of work [74]:
?ft =t* = CC*)2
where C is the damping coefficient.
Integrating. with A representing the area of the work diagram loop.
t1U = A = Ia¥!- C(*)2 dt = I: rr CX 2wcos 2 (wt)d(wt)
t1U = A = rrCwX 2
C =rr:xz
(3.27)
(3.28)
(3.29)
(3.30)
The units of work diagram area are ( .m), and the units of the denominator arc (m 2 /s). giving
overall damping coefficient units (N.s/m) as expected.
When force from an ideal damper is plotted as a function of displacement, we sec that the result
is indeed an ellipse as shown in Figure 3.19. The equation of the ellipse is derived by substituting
into the equation:
(3.31)
The damping coefficient can also be found more directly using the slope of the damper foree
versus velocity curve. Generation of this curve again requires that the stiffiless component of the
totallorce be removed.
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In Scction 3-2-2, the damping cocllicient is found using both mcthods. Thc stiffness k can l:ithcr
be estimated from the slopc of the work diagram in Figure 3.19 (b), or from a static test in which
thc spring/damper unit is moved in small increments to a number of positions, at each of which
force is measured after the system comes to rest. Plotting the static test results gives a spring
forcc vs. displaeemcnt curve, thc slopc of which would be stiffness.
3-2-2: Experimental testing and damping lind spring coefficients analysis
Table 3.1 gives the experimental test matrix, the extents of which werc limited by the hydraulic
actuator. At higher amplitudes and frequencies, the hydraulic actuator vibrated to the point
wherc position control was not possible. force and displacement are recorded by sensors
prcinstalled on the hydraulic actuator.
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Table3.• Theexperimenlalleslmatrix
I Amplitude ( mm) 0.1 0.5
Frequency (Hz)
10 10 10 10
15 15 15 15
20 20 20 20
25 25 25 25
30 30 30 30
35 35 35
40 40 40
45 45
50 50
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The recorded data lor displaccmcnt, velocity and forcc vcrsus timc wcre subtracted by their
mcan values and then liltered with a high-pass filter. Figurc 3.20 shows the efrcct of calibr~lti()n
and liltering on a samplc data sct lor 20 liz vibration and I mm of displaccmcnt amplitudc where
thc lirst ligurc is not calibrated and tiltercd and the second onc is. Thcse data sCls wcrc thcn uscd
to gcnerate clean work diagrams oftotallorce, from which thc spring stiffncss was estimatcd
using the slope (Figure 3.21). The stiffness component of force was then subtractcd from total
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isolator forcc to lind the damping coefficient computed using the slope of the force-velocity
curves as well as the area under the work diagram.
I ·18
1"185
FigurcJ.20 Effcctofclllibration and filtcringon20 Hz\'ibrationat Imm amplitudc
figure 3.21 below shows a total force work diagram lor 20 liz frequency and I mm
displacement. The dashed line in the graph below shows the slope orthe lorce versus
displacement which is the spring constant. The slope in Figure 3.21 is 8.78 x 10-4 N/mm.
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Once the spring constant is found, it is multiplied by displacement to lind the spring force and
the spring force is subtracted from the total force to find the force associated with the damping
eflCet.
FOlce(kN)vs.Displacement(nlln)
~-~,~~ l
I
Oisplacement(llllll)
Figllrc3.2ISprillgconslallt,thcslopcofthcdashcdlinc
The area of the work diagram (Figure 3.22) and the slope of the damper force versus velocity
(Figure 3.23), define the damping coefficient. The damping coefficient using the area of Figure
3.22 is 1.74 x 10-6 N.s/mm.
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Figllrc3.22 Work diagram
rigure 3.23 shows the damper force versus velocity where the slope oCthe curve defines the
damping coefficient which 1.69 .S/I11I11:
~f11
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Figllrc3.23l)ampcrforccvcrslIsvclocily
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The damping coefficient found using the area of the damper force versus displacement (1.74
.s/mm) and the slope of damper force versus velocity (1.69 N.s/mm) arc sufficiently closc with
a2.9%differcnce.
The spring constants and damping coefficient values found at each frequency and amplitude
were then used to create a response surface and regression model to predict stiffness and
damping as a function of frequency and amplitude. The response surfaces arc shown in Figure
3.24 and 3.25. and the regression equations follow. In these figures, frequency is in Hz and
amplitude is in mm. The points shown in these graphs are the experimental values of spring
constant and damping coefficient.
Xl=AFlequency
X2-BAmphlude
B:Amplitude
Figure 3.H Change in the spring constant (kN/ml1l) with frequency (Hz) and amplitude (mm)
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Xl=Af,equeocy
.~=B Amplitude
F'igurc 3.25 Change in lhc damping coefficient (kN.s/mm) with frcqucncyandampliludc(mm)
The following equations predict the spring constant and damping cocflicicnt at different
frequcncics(l) up to 55 Hzand amplitude from 0.1 to 2mm:
k = 1.4528 + 0.0134f - 0.7033a - 0.0115f.a - 4.7155 x 10-4 P + 0.1789a 2 +
(3.32)
1/ Cos = 11.2293 + 1.6583f - 20.0126a - 0.2809f.a - 0.01743P + 19.4964a2 -
(3.33)
Spring constant depends on both amplitude and frequency. Aficr running preliminary
simulations, it was determined that the amplitude of vibration was less than 0.1 mm ovcr thc
SilO frequency range. Thus, constant amplitude 01'0.1 mm was used to create the following
cquation for spring constant as a function of li'equency only:
k = 1.3843 + 0.0122f - 4.5340 x 10-4F
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(3.34)
I\s shown in Figure 3.25, for frequencies higher than I Hz the damping coerlieient is only
dependent on frequency, so in the dynamic analysis the amplitude is neglected from the equation
predicting the damping coefficient and the following equation is used:
COS = 0.048 + 4.460 x 10-3 x [ - 7.806 X 10-4 x F + 4.665 X 10-5 x [3 - 1.360 X
10-6 x r + 1.936 x 10-8 x r - 1.073 x 10-10 x r (3.35)
3-2-3: Dynamic model
1\ dynamic model was created 161 to study the force transmitted to the frame of the SlID frame
and also to the drill string. The parameters found (or the isolator spring constant and damping
coefficient were used in this model.
The SHD has two unbalanced masses that spin between the frequencies of I to 150 Hz. The
maximum output force at 150 Hz is 100 kN. The two unbalanced masses generate the force using
this formula:
Fr = 2m,,1"w 2 (3.36)
where F, is the vibratory force (total force), m ll is the mass of each unbalanced mass; I' is the
rotation radius and w is the angular velocity of the masses. The mass and radius of rotation arc
constant and the angular velocity is the only parameter that can be modified to change the
vibratory lorce.
The spring constant and damping found in this test were extrapolated to cover the frequencies
that were not tested using the hydraulic actuator and then used in the dynamic model to predict
the force transmitted to the frame and the drill pipe.
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Figure 3.26 shows an outline of the SlID with the rubber isolators, drill pipe, bit and the rock
interface. The vertical vibratory force in this system is analyzed by applying the WOS and
vibratory force of the SHO at the surface. These parameters arc noted in Table 3.2.
Rock
( Elastic zone)
Figurc3.26Systcmschcmatic
In the previous diagram M is the mass orlhe SHO, mIl is the mass orthe SilO's core. C and k are
the damping and spring constant of the lour dampers surrounding the SHO's core. Cdand kd arc
the damping and spring constant orthe drill string. C, and k, are the damping and spring constant
orlhe rock [75J. The rrame orthe SHO is included in the mass M and the WOS is applied on
the rrame. The core orthe SHO, which included the unbalance masses, is connected to the inside
orthe li'ame via the shock absorbers. The WOS can vary up to 55 kN which is the maximum
WOI3 lor this SHOo
Figure 3.27 shows the bond graph model of the SHD using the schematic shown above as the
reference.
Figure 3.27 HOIllJCraph lllodelofSHD
Table 3.2 shows the constants and parameters used in the dynamic model:
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Tablc3.2Thcconstantsand paramctcrs used in thcdynamic lIlodel
Spring constant for the rubber isolator variable
(N/m)
Damping coeflicient for the rubber variable
isolator (N.s/m)
Amplitude (mm) variable
Frequency (liz) variable
Rotary speed (rad/s) variable
Fr Sonic llead Drill generated force (N) variable
Fs Spring lorcc (N) variable
Fel Damper force (N) variable
kd Spring constant lor the drill pipe (N/m) 3.56x 109
bd Damping coeflicient for the drill pipe 2.163x 104
(N.s/m)
kr Spring constant for the rock (N/m) 2.23x 109
br Damping cocflicient for the rock 2.3x 105
(N.s/m)
mbit Inner rod and bit mass (kg) 9.091
m u Unbalanced mass (kg) 2.27
WOB Weight on bit (kN) 20
Wsonil.:hcad Weight of the SI-ID (N) 4.84x 104
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The dynamic model predicts the following force profile at J 50 Hz (Figure 3.28). The SHD
generatcs thc force profile at ISO Hz in thc sccond part of Figurc 3.28 and the dampcrs
surrounding the SHD. damp out some ofthc lorcc gencratcd and result in the force transferred to
the drill string and eventually the drill bit shown in the third part of Figure 3.28. The loree on the
frame of the SI-ID is shown in the first part of Figure 3.28. This force is mainly the weight of the
SHD and the WOS. The dynamic fluctuation in this force is attenuated by the dampers to result
in a nearly constant value.
-ForceonTheFrarnelkN)
-Generated Force(kN)
ForceonHreDrrllPlpelkN)
tlme(sl
Figurc3.28 Forccprofilc(kN)on thcSHOframc,gcncrated force lind the force in the drill pipeforf= 15UHz
T'he force on the frame remains fairly consistent over the entire frequency range of interest due to
the presence orthe isolators, even as exciting force and fi'equency increase. Most of the
generated lorce is transferred to the drill string and nOllhe fi·ame. Drilling calculation and
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optimization techniques use WOB to predict the ROP and other factors in the drilling process.
Ilaving constant static force (which includes WOB), will make the optimization of the drilling
process easier. Also, a lot oflluctuation in the static force can damage the equipment at the
surface. That is why it is preferred to keep the force on the SHD cover and static toree at the
surface as constant as possible.
Figure 3.29 shows, lor each frequency. the (amplitude of vibration torce transmitted to frame)
divided by (SlID generated lorce amplitude). The frequency response function shows a damped
resonant peak at approximately 20 Hz, which is expected given the system parameters. Even at
the resonance. the dynamic amplitude oftransmilted lorce was only 1.5 % of the generated lorce
amplitude. Much more altenuation is achieved at higher li'equencies, which is important given
that generated torces increase with the square of frequency.
CoverVibration Force Amplitude / Generated Force
Amplitude vs. Frequency (Hz)
0.018
0.016 I
0.006 t
0004 t·
I
0.000 I
-0.002 Q
Frequency (Hz)
Figurr3.29Covrrforcramplitudrdividrd bygrnrratrd forrramplitudr
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Figure 3.30 shows the ratio of drill string force to generated force. It is important that most of
the generated force is transmilled to the drill string for effective drilling. At higher frequencies,
the ratio approaches 1. while at lower frequencies dynamic amplification occurs. This is in fact
very useful lor vibratory drilling: in lower fi'equencies, lower amount of force is generated and
dynamic amplification increases the vibratory force applied to a drill string. At higher
fi·equencies. where the generated force is high, almost all of the loree is transferred to the drill
string.
Frequency (Hz)
Figure 3.30 Ratio of transmitted foree 10 the drill string and the generated force at each frequcncy
Figure 3.31 shows the generated force by the SlID at each frequency. One can use Figures 3.30
and 3.31 to get an estimate of the applied force on the drill string.
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figurc3.31 Gcncratcd forcc(kN)vs. frcqucncy(Hz)
The simulation results clearly show that most of the generated force is translCrred to a drill string
with dynamic amplification happening at the lower frequencies. These results arc very promising
for soil drilling where most of the generated vibratory force is transferred to a drill string and
increases the ROP. However, ADG has been seeking a device with lower vibration generated
lorce (less than 20 kN at 100 Hz) and higher control over it lor laboratory use purposes. That is
why ADG did not purchase this device.
However the concept of rotating unbalanced masses is useful for creating vibratory forec and as
a result, other devices using this concept were studied and designed to beller suite ADG. Section
3.3 discusses an alternative design to create vibratory force lor drilling.
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3-3: Vibratory System Design
After rcvicwing several mechanical vibration generation devices, one ofthcm (based on thc
unbalanccd masses conccpt mentioned before) is selcctcd for further analysis. This design, which
was discussed in chapter 2 is based on Longyear Inc. vibratory unit for drilling systems 1791. Thc
design and packaging of this system seem to be very uscful for oil and gas drilling. Ilowcvcr, it
is not clcar how much force can be created at the confined space availablc at thc bOllom ofa
well. Figurc 3.32 shows the vibration generation device. This device has four gcars with two
unbalanccd masses on each of them. These masses are mounted on each gcar in a way that the
horizontal components of the generated ccntrifugal forces cancel each other out, and thc vertical
components would gencrate a sinusoidal force along the drill string. The frcquency of gencrated
force is controlled by the drilling mudllow rate rotating the gears. It is the purpose of this
section to predict the generated force at each fi'equency and improve the design of this device.
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Figllrc3.32 Vibratory device for rotary drilling
!\fierthe preliminary study on this system, it was determined that irthemoment iscalculaledat
the boltom orthe tool tor each centrifugal force. the summation armament for each force would
not cancel each other out and it would not be zero. This issue can damage the boltom hole
equipment. so a modification to this device is proposed. A smaller ideal gear is placed between
the upper two and lower gears to cancel the moment generated. Figure 3.33 shows a SolidWorks
[72J design based on this patent with the modified design and the ideal gear.
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Figurc3.33 Vibrationgcncration dcvicc
Alier running a simulation in SolidWorks for the design shown in Figure 3.33. it becamc clear
that the proposed ideal gear would resolve the moment issue mentioned above.
The system shown in Figure 3.33 uses 8 unbalanced masses that are allached to 4 gears on both
sides. It also has an ideal gear in between the top two gears and the bollom two. to caneclthe
Por the force analysis. a 5 inch (127 mm) diameter is ehosen lor the vibratory device (dirlCrent
diameters can be selected; changing the diameter would change the total mass and the length or
the system). This would give a total mass or 16.46 kg and a length 01'0.5 m lor the tool (Figure
3.33).
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Figure 3.34 shows the properties for the unbalanced mass attached to each gear.
Mass Center of
(kg) mass(m)
0.183 0.0285
Material
AISI
1020
Figure 3.3-1 Unbalanced mass attached on each gear and its properties
The center of mass is shown with a black dot and is measured from the center.
For devices that are based on the unbalanced mass concept, the generated vibratory force can be
calculated using the following equation:
F = 8 x m x T x w 2 (3.37)
Where F is generated lorce, m (in kilograms) is the mass of the unbalanced part. r (in meters) is
the radius Ii'om the center of rotation to the center of the mass and w is the frequency of rotation
in revolution per seconds (lIz). The result is multiplied by 8. since there are 8 unbalanced masses
inlhisdevice.
Figure 3.35 shows a sample simulation result for the force at a fi'equency 01'4 liz:
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Figun·3.35Gcllcralcdforccal-t Hz
The amplitude of the vibratory force generated at4 Hz is 53 which is equal to the generated
force through equation 3.37. (Generated force through this formula should to be multiplied by
two to show the amplitude).
Comparing this system with the SHD, this system can generate 74.5 kN at a frequency of 150 Hz
where the SH 0 generates 100 k
The advantage of this system to the SHD is the fact that it doesn't need to be installed at the top
of the drill string. This tool can be installed above a drill bit and the generated vibration can be
transferred to a bit directly. The rest of the drill string can be isolated from this vibration by
using a shock sub. In chapter 4, a sensitivity analysis of shock subs is given. This sensitivity
analysis would determine the effect of WOS, damping coefficient, spring coefficient and the
location of a shock sub on the axial vibration of a drill string.
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The design proposed here has never gone through fabrication: however the SolidWorks models
and packaging details arc available lor further study and labrication.
Vibration generated by the 81-10 or any other vibration generation devices is transferred to both a
drill bit and a drill string. Although this vibration can be useful in increasing the ROP, when it is
transferred to a drill string, it can cause equipment failure or fatigue.
In the next chapter, axial vibration in a drill string will be explained. Axial vibration is an
important phenomenon in drilling industry and ways to mitigate this vibration could help protect
drilling equipment and avoid drilling failure.
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Chapter 4 : Axial Vibration in Drill String
!\sexplained in chapter 2 and 3, axial vibration is an important phenomenon in the drilling
industry. In this chapter an overview of axial vibration modeling is explained. This is
accomplished by lirst establishing a drill string model in a commercial simulation soliware
(20Sim 161) using the bond graph language. In order to build this model and check its validity.
two modeling techniques are used in 20Sim to build the drill string model. along with a linite
element model (ABAQUS) to compare the lirst four natural frequencies. Natural li'equency is
known as the frequencies at which an object tends to vibrate with when hit, struck or somehow
disturbed. Pirst natural Ii'equency is defined as the lowest frequency of a periodic waveform 131.
These frequencies are compared lor all three models to ensure that they would react almost
identically under vibration.
The two modeling techniques used in 20Sim are modal expansion and lumped model. !'hese
modeling techniques are explained in section 4-1.
Atier establishing the 20Sim model. this model is simulated and the results arc presented. I'his
model has undergone a force analysis to ensure that it has the same characteristics as an actual
drill string.
Later this chapter, the presence ofaxial vibration in the drill string is presented using the
developed drill string model along with a shock sub sensitivity analysis to mitigate this vibration.
This axial vibration is generally caused by the bit bounce or rough drilling; however other
excitation mechanisms can cause axial vibration too. As an example. the SlID or any similar
vibration generation devices can create axial vibration in the drill string. It is the purpose of this
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chapter to cstablish a drill string model for axial vibration study and present a solution in
mitigating this vibration.
In ordcr to mitigate the axial vibration in the drill string, section 4-3 will present a sensitivity
study on shock sub parameters. In this study, the effect ofWOB, damping coerticient. spring
coerticient and location of the shock sub from the bit arc analyzed and their ertects on rcducing
the axial vibration are detailed. The amplitude of the rotary table vibration is used asa relcrence
to investigate how effective the shock sub is and how these parameters can be tweaked to reduce
this vibration.
4-1: Modal expansion, lumped model and finite clement model (ABAQUS)
Daniel Bernoulli (1700-1782) developed the notion that string vibrations can be expressed as the
superposition of an infinite number of harmonic vibrations. His technique was later developed
into a more advanced formulation called modal expansion 186]. In the modal expansion model
[57], the system ertect at each vibration mode is analyzed and the total effect is the summation of
eaeh mode displacement as a function of time. Equation 4.1 shows the generallorm for the
modal expansion where E is the summation of displacement at any point and time. Yll is a
li.mction lor displacement and 1711 is a function of time:
'-
~(.\.l) LYII(.\")/lIlU)
11=1
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(4.1)
The advantage or this typc or modeling is that the natural li'cqucncies are exact butthcy must bc
calculatcd berorchand and the disadvantage is that it is morc dirticultto conncct othcr modcls to
any arbitrary points.
Lump segment modeling is the second approach used here to model the drill string. In lumped
model analysis, the length or the drill pipe and collar is divided by the number or lumps:
tn = Lin where L is the Icngth or drill pipe or collar and n is the number of" lumps sclcctcd lor
an analysis. tn is then the lcngth of"the lump or the small portion that is connect to othcr parts or
the system via compliance elcment. In this typc or analysis, a long bcam, drill pipe or collar is
divided up to small masscs with springs betwecn them. figurc 4.1 shows a drill pipe and collar to
the right and a lumped segment model representation or the drill string to thc leli.
$
~I
DO
Figllrc4.ILlImpcdmodcl
As shown in figure 4.1, thc drill pipe and collar are dividcd up into small masscs with springs
betwccn thcm. I'1x is a length of" each lump or portion. The mass and spring compliancc bctwccn
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each lump are found using equations 4.2 and 4.3, where p is a density of a material used lor a
drill pipe or a drill collar, A is a cross sectional area and E is the modulus of elasticity lor the
material used in drill pipe or collar:
I = mass = p x A X t1X
C = compliance = tH/CE x A)
(4.2)
(4.3)
The natural frequencies or a lumped segment model converge to the true natural li'equencies as
the number of lumps increases. In a lumped segment model, it is easy to change the boundary
conditions and conneclto other models such as rock or the SHD.
ABAQUS is a suite of soliware applications lor finite element analysis and computer-aided
engineering 171. ABAQUS is used in this study to determine the naturalli'equencies of the drill
string and compare them with the other two modeling techniques used in this study.
Alier providing a short overview or modal expansion, lumped modeling and ABAQUS, they are
used to establish the drill string model.
Rather than having the complete drill string model. the drill pipe is analyzed lirst lor the sake of
simplicity and the complete drill string model is presented later in this chapter.
A drill pipe model with the length of 5000 m is established using modal expansion. lumped
segment model and ABAQUS, and the natural frequencies are compared using these techniques.
Table 4.1 shows the specification for the drill pipe used in this analysis:
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Tablc".1 Drillpipccharactcristics
Drill pipe Material Weight Nominal diameter Inside diameter
(ID)
G- 105 20.834
(kg/m)
101.6 (mm) 84.836 (mm)
The material used for the drill pipe is G-I 05 with a diameter or 84.84 mm (4 inches) and the
weight per length 01'20.83 kg/em (14Ibs/ft). The data provided inlhis table would be used
throughout this chapter lor the drill pipe analysis.
The boundary condition is lixed at top and free at the bollom lor all 3 models.
The Bond Graph below is the modal expansion model or the drill pipe with 5 modes:
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Figure 4.2 Modal expansion modcl of the drill pipe with 5 modes
In the modal expansion model, the natural li'equencies are calculated beforchand. Equation 4.4
1571 shows how Wm is calculated for the modal expansion model wherc n is the modc numbcr. E
is the modulus ofclasticity, p is the density and Lis thc Icngth of the drill pipc:
w = ~(2n-l):::
m ~P L 2 (4.4)
For the first mode, the lirst natural ti'equency is calculated to be W 1= 1.55087 rad/s. For each
inertia clement in the bond graph shown in Figure 4.2. the modal mass m 711 is calculated using
equation 4.5:
pAL
mm=z
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(4.5)
I\licr calculating wand the modal mass, equation 4.6 is used to calculate the spring stiffncss lor
cach compliance element C in Figure 4.2.
(4.6)
W 1= 1.55087 rad/s k1 = m1 w1Z= 59632.688 N/m
The rcst of the k values arc calculated in 20Sim as thc natural frcquency changes using equation
4.6.
YI1 (X) is the special mode function which in the bond graph shown in Figure 4.2 represents the
transformer modulus. It is calculated using equation 4.7 where 811 is a constant and it is assumcd
to bc onc lor simplicity. For the first fivc mode shapes, the YI1 values at locations x=L arc found
bclow:
8/1 = 11\ssumed
Y/1(X) = 8/1sin(k/1L~)
Y\ = 5.4831 X 10-3 . Yz = 0.0328927. Y3 = 0.082154
Y4 = 0.152925 . Ys = 0.244244
(4.7)
I\licr cstablishing the modal expansion model. the first four natural frequencics are recordcd to
compare with the lumped scgmcnt model and ABAQUS to ensurc that all models arc having thc
samc rcsponse under vibration.
In thc next step, a lumpcd segmcnt modcl is established. In the lumped segment modeling thc
drill pipc is divided into small segmcnt or masscs with springs or compliance elements bctwccn
thcm. For a model with 5 lumps, thc length of each lumps segmcnt is J 000 m. Using cquation 4.2
and 4.3, the mass of each lump and the spring stilTness lor thc spring bctwccn two lumps is
calculated:
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I = mass = p x A x !:J.x = 8487.53 x 2.45 x 10-3 x 1000 = 20794.45 kg
(OoLS)
C = compliance = MI(E x A) = 1000/(2.07 X 1011 x 2.45 x 10-3 ) = 1.97x 10-6
(4.9)
The values of natural frequencies in this modeling technique converges to true natural
frequencies as the number of lumps increases. In this analysis different numbers of lumps arc
consider to lind the optimum number. This is accomplished by comparing the lumped segmcnt
models with modal expansion and ABAQUS models. The optimum number is the number of
lumps that have almost identical natural frequencies with the modal expansion model and
ABAQUS. The optimum number of lumps should also be as small as possible in order to make
the analysis faster.
Finally an ABAQUS model of the drill pipe is established by applying the same specilication
and boundary conditions used in modal expansion and lumped model. Figure 4.3 shows an
ABAQUS model with the first mode shape:
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Figure 4.3 ABAQUS lIlodel (first lIlode shape)
The lirst five natural frequencies are recorded for this model and the results are compared with
the modal expansion and the lumped models.
Table 4.2 shows the natural fi'equencies for all models. Ir the natural frequcncics are almost
identical, the models should behave similarly under vibration. As mentioned before. dilkreIll
numbers of lumps are considered to lind the optimum number for the lumped segment analysis.
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Tablt'4.2 Natural frcqucncics fordiffcrcnt modcls
Lumped Natural Natural Natural Natural
model: No. Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency
of Lumps (rad/s)I (rad/s)2 (rad/s)3 (rad/s) 4
1.22 3.195
1.318 3.693 5.337
1.405 4.101 6.466 8.306
1.445 4.271 6.911 9.249
10 1.476 4.394 7.214 9.873
15 1.5 4.485 7.424 10.29
20 1.513 4.529 7.519 10.46
25 1.52 4.555 7.572 10.56
30 1.525 4.572 7.606 10.62
35 1.529 4.584 7.63 10.66
Modal
1.548 4.643 7.739 10.83
Expansion
ABAQUS 1.547 4.642 7.738 10.832
As shown in table 4.2, as the number of lumps increases, the natural frequencics of the lump
models converge toward the ones found using modal expansion and ABAQUS.
Figure 4.4 shows how the natural frequencies converge to the same values as the other models as
the number of lumps increases. 25 number of lumps were selected lor further analysis, since it
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has almost the same natural frequencies when compared to the modal expansion model and
I\BI\QUS. Also higher number of lumps were not selected as they can increase the simulation
time significantly.
Frequency vs. Mode Shapes
/ -+-2 Lumps__ 3 Lumps__ SLumps6 __ 7 Lumps__ 10 Lumpsu.
__ lSLumps
2 I
20 Lumps
I ......... 2SLumps
30 Lumps
Mode Shape -+-3SLumps
--------
Figure 4.4 Frequencyvs. mode shapes for lumped and modalexpansion models
In the next step. self-weight is added to all three models to investigate the change in the natural
frequencies. In the preliminary analysis, the weight of the drill pipe was neglected in the lumped
segment model and ABAQUS lor simplify. In order to improve the models in representing the
actual drill pipe. self-weight is added to both models. In ABAQUS, it is very easy to add self..
weight and it is added through one of the software's option. Adding this option increases the
analysis time. Sell~weight is added to a lump in the lumped model in Figure 4.5. The ligure on
the len is taken fi'om 20Sim and it shows how an inertia element is added to the model and the
figure on the right shows a schematic of two lumps and how sell~weight is added:
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se~""
F'igure 4.5 Sclf-weight is added toa IUl11piualul11ped l110del
Arier running the simulation models. it became clear that the new natural frequencies were
identical to the natural frequency without the self-weight. As mentioned above. it is more
realistic to have self-weight in the lumped model and it was expected that the natural frequencies
would be the same. The reason is that adding sell~weight simply adds a downward loree to each
lump and does not change the physical behavior orthe system. It is know from the vibration
theory that sell~weight has no effect on the natural ti'equeney, however in order to check the
simulation software and the method chosen for this simulation. this analysis was conducted.
The next series of tests are done on the drill string which consists of drill pipe and collar. A 1000
meters drill collar is attached to the analyzed drill pipe. A modal expansion, lumped model and
an ABAQUS model is generated to analyze frequency and accuracy of these models. The
boundary condition is fixed at top. with free at the bottom.
fable 4.3 shows the speeilication lor the 6 inch drill collar and it will be used throughout chapter
4.
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Drill
Collar
Material Weight Nominal Size Inside
diameler(ID)
G-I05 l26.49kg/m 152.4mm 57.l5mm
Lumped models with different numbers of lumps for drill pipe and drill collar, and an ABAQUS
model were crealed to compare the natural frequencies. The results are show in Figure 4.6 (due
to high complexity modal expansion model is nol developed). Different combinations of lumps
are used lor drill pipe and drill collar. As an example 25p and 5e represents 25 lumps lor the drill
pipe and 5 lumps lor Ihe drill collar and 25 lumps represents 25 lumps lor the drill pipe and 25
lumps lor the drill collar.
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Lumped model frequency accuracy
__ 3 Lumps
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Figure 4.6 Lumped modelfrequeneyaccuracy for different combinations of lumps
As shown above, as the number of lumps increases the first four natural frequencies lor the lump
models converges to the values found by ABAQUS. Self-weight was also added to the
established models and the results were the identical.
Aller conducting these analyses, 25 number of lumps were selected as the optimum number lor
further analysis. The boundary condition used in this section, was selected lor the sake of
simplicity and to compare the results of the three simulation methods used. In the next section, a
new boundary condition is introduced to provide a more realistic condition lor the drill string.
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4-2: Force analysis in the lumped model
In this section a force analysis lor the drill string model is presented. First a drill string modcl
with 25 lumps lor both drill pipe and collar is established. The boundary condition for this model
is the hook load at the top and fixed at the bottom. Figure 4.7 shows this model:
25 lumps
for drill
pipe
25 lumps
for drill
collar
~<~kl0"d
~
T
9
Fixcdatthcbotlolll
Figure 4.7 Lumped model for the drill string with hook loadatthclopand fixed at the boltom
A damping element is introduced in this model to take into consideration the erfect or the
damping or the drill pipe and collar and make the interpretation of the lorce applied on each
lump easier. The equivalent damping ractor in the pipe section is about 0.81b/li per sec/li 1521
and 5.0 Ib/li persec/li for the collar section.
In addition to the boundary lorces. the buoyancy lorce due to the efrect or the drilling Iluid is
applied on the drill string. Buoyancy is a force exerted by a Iluid that opposes an object's weight.
In a column or Iluid, pressure increases with depth as a result or the weight or the overlying
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fluid. Thus a column of fluid, or an object submerged in the fluid. experiences greater pressure at
the bOllom of the column than at the top. This difference in pressure results in a net force that
tends to accelerate an object upwards. The magnitude of that force is equal to the difference in
the pressure between the top and the bollom of the column, and is also equivalent to the weight
of the fluid that would otherwise occupy the column. Archimedes' principle is named alter
Archimedes of Syracuse, who first discovered this law in 212 S.c. (Figure 4.8) 178].
t bl IRREGULAR BODY
Fig\lre.t.8Archimcdes' principle for objeelS s\lbmergcd in n\lids 1781
Figure 4.9 shows the effect of drilling hydraulics on the drill string where 1\1 is the area of the .
drill pipe, A2 is the area of the collar, Fr is the tensile force in the drill string, Fb is the bit loree.
Fp if the weight of the drill pipe, Fe is the weight of the drill collar, FI is the Jorce applied <ltthe
top of the collar and F2 is the force applied at the bOllom of the collar.
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Figure 4.9 Erreclofhydraulic IJrcssureon axial forccs in drillstring: a) Schcmatic of drill string, b) Frcebody
diagram for drill collars and c) Frcc body diagram fordrillstringscction 1781
The following analysis shows the forces applied on the drill string at different locations when a
drilling lluid with 1.797x 103 kg / m3 (I SIb/gal) density is used::
p= 15 (pound / gal) = 1.797x 103 kg /1113
F=pghA
F1 = 5000x9.8\ x 1797.39641 xO.0132213=1.166x I 06N
F2=6000x9.81 x 1797.39641 xO.O 15676= 1.658x 106N
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(4.10)
Where F, is the tensile lorce in the drill string. which in this case is the hook load at the top urthe
drill pipe and Fp and Fe. are the weights orthe pipe and collar section respectively.
Figure 4.10 shows the loree versus time lor lumps number 9 and 10 which are at 1800 and 2000
meters from the surface. The lirst 25 lumps are representing the drill pipe and the second 25
lumps in the model represent the drill collar. As shown below these two lumps are in tension.
2e+006 F9
Force (\1
1e+006 FlO
0
0 20 40 60 80 100 120
lime(sj
Figurc".IOForcc\'s.limcforlumps9and 10al 1800 and 2000 mclcrs
The drill pipe is in tension and the drill collar is compressed during a normal drilling process.
The drill string in Figure 4.10 is under no excitation lorce and the decaying vibration in this
figure simply shows that the drill string is reaching the equilibrium. Figure 4.11 shows the
transition or tension to compression at the depth where the drill pipe and the drill collar are
connected.
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Figurc4.11 Transilionoflcnsiontocomprcssionbctwccn lhcdrillpipcandcollar
Force versus axial position lor the drill string is shown below ( Figure 4.12) where the drill pipe
is in tension and the drill collar is in compression. Force versus axial position is commonly used
in drilling industry and figure below is used to show that the axial drill string model developed
here, has the same eharaeteristics of an aclual drill string.
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Force (N) Vs. Axial position (m)
-5.00E+05 O.OOE+OO 5.00E+05 1.00E+06 1.50E+06
7000·
Figurc".12Forccversusaxialpositionforthedrilistring
After reviewing the drill data log provided by ADG, a new set or lengths is selected ror drill pipe
and collar. In the new analysis the drill pipe is 1000 m and drill collar is 200 m. The rorce
analysis for the new lengths or drill pipe and drill collar is shown below:
F1= 1000x9.81 x 1797.39641 xO.0132213=2.33x 105N
F2=1200x9.81 x 1797.39641 xO.015676= 3.317x 105 (4.11)
Figure 4.13 shows the force versus axial position lor the new length. Once again it shows that the
developed model is indeed similar to an actual drill string where that the drill pipe is under
tension and drill collar under compression for a normal drilling condition.
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Force (N) Vs. Axial position (m)
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-1200t
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F'igllrc4.13 F'orccvcrslIsdisplaccl1lcnt for lhc drill sIring
In the next section, axial vibration in the developed drill string model is presented. /\ sensitivity
analysis on shock sub for drilling is conducted to mitigate this vibration.
4-3: Shock sub analysis and study
Shock subs or shock absorbers are used to mitigate vibration in the drill string in the oil and gas
drilling. The excess vibration generated due to the use of vibratory tool, bit-rock interaction and
drill string well bore contacts, should be mitigated to increase the ROP and improve the drilling
equipment lil'c span. Hence. in this section a sensitivity study on shock sub's parameters and
location relative to the drill bit is conducted.
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In this section an additional 25 lumps arc added to the drill collar lor the shock sub sensitivity
analysis. This would add up to a total of 50 lumps for the drill collar. The additional 25 lumps
would represent the section of the drill collar between the shock sub and the drill bit and the
original 25 lumps would represent the section of the drill collar between the drill pipe and the
shock sub.
In order to improve the developed model and make it more realistic for the shock sub sensitivity
analysis, the bit-rock interaction should also be taken into account. This is accomplished by
applying a loree with 7 MN amplitude and 45 rad/s frequency at the boltom of the drill collar
[52J. Dareing 152] presented the bit rock displacement and Ihis displacement is converted to a
lorce time series to represent the bit-rock interaction.
The existence of the axial vibration in a drill string is shown in the lollowing ligures. The drill
string model is used to provide an overview of the axial displacement versus time lor different
sections of the drill string. Figure 4.14 shows the axial displacement versus time lor lumps 8 to
10 on the drill pipe.
.:~"""""""'~~~""""""~~~~~~.JB;
Axial
_:D~l---+-- .,..-. -+- -+- 19·
.: -+-- .,..-. ...,-. -+- .10 .
.J
o Time(s)
Figllrc4.14 Axialdisplaccmcllts vs. timc for IIIIIIps8 to 10
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Each lump in the drill pipe used in this analysis is 40 m and the figure above shows the lump
segments at 280 m to 400 m fi'om the surf~lce. The presence of axial vibration can be clearly seen
in this ligure.
Figure 4. I5 presents the axial vibration versus time for lumps 28 to 30 which are on the drill
collar. These lump segments are placed at 1018 m to 1030 m from the earth surface. The
presence of axial vibration is again clear on these lumps.
01
t Vv,.,A -=k;;:; c=::- =' c--...
~; Alialdisplacement
c~----------+---- -~--
Tune(s)
Figur(' 4.15 Axial displac(,I1l('ulsvs. til1l('for IUl1lps28 toJO
Figure 4, I 6 shows the axial displacement versus time in the last three lumps of the drill collar
and once more the axial vibration is present. These lumps are I 194to 1200 m from the earth
surface.
Figures 4.14 to 4.16 present the existence ofaxial vibration in the drill string at different
locations and the purpose of this chapter is to conduct a sensitivity analysis on the shock subs to
mitigate this vibration.
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Figllrc.U6Axialdisplaccmcnlvs.timcforI1lI11ps7Jto75
Before analyzing the shock sub. another set of figures are presented using the same model by
adding the SI-ID with different frequencies. The purpose of this modification is to analyze the
effect of vibratory force on the drill string axial vibration (Figure 4.17).
After running the simulation model by adding the SHD to the axial drill string model. it became
clear that the vibratory lorce only affects the last two lumps at different frequencies. Figure 4.17
shows the axial displacement versus time for the last three lumps on the drill string when the
SHD is applying vibratory force at 25 Hz vibration and force output 01'2.77 kN. As shown in this
figure. S/-ID only affects the last two lumps and the damping effect of the drill collar and drill
pipe mitigate this vibration. The vibration in the othcr lumps is similar to Pigures 4.14 and4.15.
This shows that the generated vibration is not propagated to the surface.
In Figure 4.17 the small vibration with higher frequency is due to the SlID vibratory lorce at 25
liz where the axial displacement fi'equency is about 1.22 liz.
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Figure ·U7 Axial displaeemcnt vs. time for lumps 7310 75 with thc SHD at 25 Hz
Since the vibratory lorce by the SHD does not propagate to the rest of the drill string and it only
affects the last two lumps. the use of the SHD lor shock sub sensitivity study was neglected. The
frequency of applied loree lor the SHD is significantly higher that the natural frequency of the
drill string, hence no vibration propagation is observed.
Now that the axial vibration model is established and it is shown in dilTerent segment of the drill
string, the lollowing analysis would lind the optimum parameters lor the shoek sub to mitigate
the vibration.
The shoek sub used in this analysis is an active damper consisting of a damper and spring and it
is the purpose of this study to find the optimum WOB, location of the shock sub from the bit and
the shock sub damping and spring coefficient, in order to mitigate the axial vibration. In this
sensitivity analysis, the surfi:leeaxial vibration amplitude is used asa relcrenee to study the shock
sub elketiveness and how shock sub parameters arc alkcting this amplitude. Table 4.4 shows
the range of these parameters. The shock sub parameters rangc (B and C) and location were
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selected from APS Technology [87] and the WOB range used in this analysis are selectcd by the
I\DG WOB criteria.
Tablc4.4ShockslIbanalysisparamclcrs
WOB(kN)
B(N.s/m)
C (mIN)
location (m)
50
87563.5
4.76E-008
200
437817.5
9.52E-08
10
Using the parameters presented in this table, a test matrix is established in Design Expert
soliware 151. 1\ response surface method (RSM) is used in this analysis which helps dcterminc
the relationships between one or more measured responses and the vital input ractors. To reduce
the number or runs. a Central Composite Design (CCD) is applied. CCD is the most popular
RSM design, which is used to estimate the coefficients or a quadratic model to fit to a surl~lce
generated by this analysis. Thirty runs are chosen by Design Expert to estimate the clfect or
these four parameters.
Table 4.5 shows the lirst four runs and the result lor each simulation.
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Table 4.5 Sample test runs
125..00 262690.50
12~·.00 262690~·0
·12~_00 2626:1050
S7.~·0 35·025·4.00
7.14E-OS
7 HE-OS
7.-14E-OS
8.33E-08
6.00
6.00
200
8.00
0.1801
01801
0.·1705·
0.15-28
Alier analyzing the data lor these runs. the results show that the amplitude of axial displacement
at the surlace is mostly dependent on WOI3, damping eoel"licient, and spring coerticient
respectively and the location of the shock sub has a small efrect on this amplitude. Equation 4.9
shows how the rotary table amplitude is calculated using thcse parameters:
Rotary Table X (m) = 0.518 - 1.085x 10-3 x WOB (kN) - 2.717 x 10-7 x B ( .s/m)-
1.921 X 106 xC (N/m) + 1.605x 10-4 x L (m) (4.9)
In statistics. the coel"licicnt of determination R2 is used in the context ofstalisticalmodcls whose
main purpose is the prediction of future outcomes on the basis of other related inlormation. It is
the proportion of variability in a data set that is accounted (or by the statistical model 1881. R2
provides a measure of how well future outcomes are likely to be predicted by the model.
In this model R-squared is 0.9752 which shows the high level of'accuracy lor the predictcd
values using the generated model (a model will be more accurate as this value converges to
unity). It also mcans that the 3D sur lace plots shown below are almost perfectly litted around the
data points.
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Figure 4.18 shows how the amplitude of the rotary table changes as the damping constant and
WOB varies. Increasing the WOB can effectively reduce the rotary table vibration and if
increasing the WOB is not enough or is not possible due to drilling constraints, a shock sub with
higher damping constant can be used to reduce this amplitude.
Rotary Table X
~ Design P0lnlS above preclcled value
X1 =A:WOB(kN)
X2=B: B(Nslm) ><
~
~
A WOB (kN)
figurc 4.18 Rotary tablc displaccmcnt amplitudc vs. WOR and damping cocfficicnt
B B (N.s/m)
Figure 4.19 shows how the amplitude of the rotary table changes by varying WOB and spring
coefficient lor the shock sub. Increasing the WOB would reduce the rotary table amplitude, same
as increasing the spring coerticient. However increasing the spring coeflicient is not as elkctive
as the damping constant and WOB. This could be seen from Figure 4.20 where the slope of the
line representing the damping coeflicient is higher than the slope of the line representing C. This
graph is generated when the WOB is at 125 kN and the shock sub is located at 6 m from the bit (
similar results were generated by varying the WOB and the location of the shock sub).
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Figllrc-t20 Dampingand springcocfficicnt intcraction
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Figure 4.21 shows the effect of WOB and location of lhe shock sub on lhe amplitude of rotary
table vibration. As it is shown the location has the lowest effect on this amplitude.
X1=A:WOB(kN)
X~ = 0: L (m)
A WOB(kN)
Figurc4.21 Rolarytablcdisplaccmculllmpliludcvs.WOBandlocationoflhcshock sub
DL(m)
Figure 4.22 shows the effect of damping and spring coefficient on the amplitude of the rolary
table. As il is shown below increasing the damping and spring coefficient would decrease the
amplilude of vibration for the rolary table wilh damping coefficient having a slightly higher
effect. One could argue thaI it is known lhal increasing the damping and spring coerticienl of the
shock sub would reduce the vibration amplitude, however this sensitivity analysis provide a
detail overview on how much these lwo parameters should change in order to reduce lhe rotary
table amplitude.
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X1 ~ B B IN simi
X:' ~ C C (Nlm)
Actual Factors
A WOB(kN)~ 12500
D. L 1m) ~ 6 00
B: B (N.s/m) ~7"E-08
C: C(N/m)
Figllrc-t22 Rotary tablc displaccmcnl amplillldcvs. damping and Sl)ringcocfficicnt
In this section. a sensitivity study on a shock sub was presented to find the optimum parameters
for a shock sub to reduce the amplitude of vibration of a rotary table. The results show that WOB
and damping constant have the highest effect on reducing the amplitude. These parameters can
be used to design and utilize a shock sub lor laboratory tests and field drilling.
The drill string model developed in this chapter can also be used for further studies and analysis
and can be used with different boundary conditions, drilling tools and percussive or vibration
generation devices. This model can also be further developed to incorporate torsional and lateral
vibrations.
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Chapter 5 : Concluding Remarks and future work
This study presented an overview on vibration generation devices for rotary drilling with an
emphasis on the SHD and also including the cffect of axial vibration on a drill string.
ADG has been seeking new technologies to improve the ROP and also enhance drilling operation
and reduce drilling failure. In this regard a review of rotary drilling. percussive rotary drilling.
application of vibration in rotary drilling and other innovative techniques were presented in
chapter 2. The main locus in this study is on the application of vibratory lorce on rotary drilling
and its elrect on axial vibration. Several vibration generation systems were detailed and one of
the prominently used vibration generation devices were selected lor further study. ADG has been
sceking to acquire drilling equipment for laboratory and lield tests. and the SHD as one of the
prominently used drilling tools in soil drilling, was selected for further analysis and possible
purchase. The vibratory force of this device is generated by two unbalanced masses that rotate in
opposite directions, generating centrifugallorces where the horizontal components of these
lorees cancel each other out and their vertical lorces components are added to WOB, acting as a
vibratory lorce. The SliD is surrounded by lour dampers to reduce the vibration translCrred to
the drilling frame. and transfer most of the generated lorce to a drill string and eventually to a bit.
It was not clear however. how these dampers are affecting the generated lorce. In chapter 3. a
series of tests were presented in which a hydraulic actuator was used to test an isolator or a
damper surrounding the SHD's core, to determine the change of damping and spring constant
with li·equency. The results were presented in chapter 3 and equations were generated to predict
how these parameters vary with frequency. These equations were then used in a 20Sim model to
predict the output lorce and the force transferred to a drill frame. It is worth noting that Bond
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Graph modeling was used lor the computer simulation analysis and the basics of Bond Graph arc
detailed in this chapter. The simulation results showed that most of the lorce generated is
transICrred to a drill string with dynamic amplilication (or lower li·equencies. The generated
vibratory lorce however was not transferred to the drilling frame, and the only loree on the
drilling frame was the WOB and the weight of other component used in drilling. Although these
results sound promising and show the eftectiveness of the isolators. the generated force by SilO
was beyond need ofAOG and the locus of this group has shined to diffCrent technologies.
In future work, the damper can be tested in the laboratory at various non-zero static detlections
to expand the spring-damper equation model. Also increasing the complexity and lidelity of the
rock model would be the next step towards creating a predictive simulation environment to
assess the elrect of vibration force on drilling effectiveness.
Although SI-ID was not acquired by AOG, the concept of unbalanced masses seemed to be a very
promising method in generating vibratory force. This concept is further studied in chapter 3 and
a design to generate vibratory lorce was presented. The output lorce of the proposed design is
lower than SlID. At 4 Hz this device can generate 53 N and at 150 Hz this device is capable of
generating 74.5 k comparing to 100 kN lor the SHOo This design can be further analyzed and it
could be relined for prototyping and laboratory tests.
Bit rock interaction. vibration generation devices and other factors can create axial vibration in a
drill string which can cause drilling equipment failure. fatigue and decrease in the drilling
efticieney. In chapter 4. an investigation on axial vibration is presented. In this study an
overview of axial vibration in the drill string, along with methods of mitigating this vibration is
presented. In this study, three drill string models were created and these models were compared
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to study the accuracy and ease of use. Lumped modeling was eventually selected to continue the
drill string analysis as it is very easy to implement and changing the boundary condition is not as
tedious as the other two methods. Force analysis for this model was presented and it was shown
that the drill pipe was in tension and drill collar was in compression as it should bc during a
conventional drilling operation. The same analysis was also done when a SlID is generating
vibration and it was shown that the force versus depth for the drill string would change slightly
and the generated vibration would not propagate to the surface.
In order to reduce the axial vibration, a method of mitigating axial vibration is explained in this
chapter. i\ sensitivity analysis on a shock sub is presented. In this analysis the elTect on WOB,
shock sub damping coefficient, shock sub spring coeflicient and shock sub location on the
amplitude of rotary table vibration is presented. "is shown that WOB. damping and spring
coerticients have strong elkcts on this amplitude and increasing them could reduce the rotary
table amplitude.
In future work, the lumped model presented in chapter 4 can be modified to accommodate the
lateral and torsional vibration. Rock model used in this analysis could also be further studied and
the model can be further modified to predict the ROP. The effect of resonance on drilling can
also be studied and the shock sub model studied in this chapter can be used to mitigatc the
vibration generated from being transferred to other parts of the drill string. The modcl of drill
string generatcd can be used in other drilling analysis as the lumped model can be easily
integrated to other models. The effect of underbalanced drilling could also be studied by
reducing the WOB in the drill string model. Furthermore, different Icngths tor drill pipe and
collar can be uscd to widen the range of the drill string lengths.
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